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RACING FOR VOTES 
PRE-SORTED STANDARD 
U.S. POSTAGE PAID SAN 
BERNARDINO, CA 
PERMIT NO. 1942 
:Obama, Clinton Vie .For Favor Ofl Blacks, Women 
Tlie Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
By Chris Levister 
The den in this rowdy, testos-
t~rone-driven sports pub near UC 
· Riverside is impossibly loud and 
obnoxious. But the buzz among the 
pub's beer guzzling Sunday after-
noon regulars is not just about the 
Colts' and the Bears' successful 
romp tO' the Super Bowl. 
Perhaps not surprisingly, the con-
versation rolled around to Senator 
Hillary Rodham Clinton who 
jumped into the 2008 presidential 
race on Saturday, immediately rais-
ing the stakes among Democrats and 
positioning l}.erself to square off 
l\gainSt Senator Barack Obama. 
• "She' ll get my vote," UCR politi-
cal science major Stephen shouted 
above the blaring too-many-to count 
TVs! "She's a pushy 'b' but all 
things considered, she has fame, big 
money and a command of the issues. 
She has the best shot at landing on 
top of the high food chain." 
"Hillary's hair and hemline won't 
be issues; her tough national securi-
ty approach and cheating husband 
will ," said Gary, who calls himself a 
moderate Republican. "She is too 
widely hated by the right wing to 
win the presidential office." 
"I'm in," Mrs. C).inton said in an 
e-mail message to supporters. "I'm 
in to win." 
If successful, Mrs. Clinton, 59, 
would be the first female nominee of 
a major American political party, 
See RACE, Page A-3 
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, D-NY., speaks with Sen. Barack Obama, D-ILL, right, during the 2006 ann.ual convention of the NAACP In Washington. 
' . 
' . 
HEALTH INSURANCE FOR 'ALL' GRABS NATIONAL SPOTLIGHT 
Inland Care Provider Says There's Reason for Optimism 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
By Chris Levister 
With Governor Arnold 
Schwarzenegger's sweeping universal 
health care proposal thrusting the long-
festering problem to the fore, suddenly, 
the issue of providing health insurance to 
the nation's 47 million uninsured 
Americans seems to have surged to the 
top of the national to-do-list. · 
In his State of the Union address 
President Bush proposed a tax deduction 
of $7,500 for individuals and $15,000 for 
families aimed at cutting the number of 
uninsured Americans. Last week an 
unlikely coalition of sixteen groups rep-
resenting liberals, conservatives, busi-
nesses, insurers, consumers and health 
care providers gathered in Washington to 
rally behind a universal health care pro~ 
posal they say could cut the number of 
uninsured by half. 
Temetry A. Lindsey President and 
CEO of Inland Behavioral and Health 
Services (IBHS) says, its time to act. 
· "Day after day after day t;ere is debate 
and discussion and day after day after 
.day people die." . 
• Lindsey who is a member of the 
'California Primary Care Association and 
'an active voice on federal health policy 
says, "Republicans and Democrats, every 
'group had their own health insurance 
"Pian. But when it came time to compro-
mise they'd say if it's not my plan I'd 
:Cather have· the' status•quo." 
• So nothing got done which is why 
Lindsey sees reason for optimisIQ, in 
Schwarzenegger's call for a bipartisan 
plan to insure all Californians. · 
"I'm encouraged. The governor's pro-
posal is a bold bipartisan prescription for 
change." 
IBHS is a state licensed not-for-p~fit 
community based agency serving the 
Temetry A. Lindsey (r) President and CEO of Inland Behavioral and Health Services (IBHS) ·observes Ashraf Eskender, M.D. examine patient Leo 
Chappell. Chappell's mother also an IBHS patient looks on. · 
DEPARTURE OF EXECUTIVE DtRECTOR FUELS FLAMES 
Inland Empire since 1978. The agency 
offers a full range of primary care servic-
es to the uninsured and the underinsured. 
Last year· IBHS doctors recorded more 
than 10 thousand patient visits, many of 
them undocumented families with no 
insurance. 
"Day after day I witness first hand reg- · 
ular working class families who walk 
iµto our clinics begging for care. It's not 
unusual to see a crying child brought in 
with a mouth full of cavities and we end 
up treating for pneumonia, diabetes and 
malnutrition. We see women who've 
never been seen by a doctor," says 
, . , 
Lindsey. lBHS provides free and 
reduced cost mental health and primary 
care to San Bernardino's homeless popu- · 
lation, one of the largest in the nation. 
"We're a beacon of hope for the grow-
ing and often ignored largely uninsured 
African-American HlV/AWS popula'. 
tion. We see disabled seniors dying from 
treatable cancer and heart diseases. 
Pregnant teens that go without prenatal·. 
care all because they can't afford basic 
health insurance. It is a right of every 
American to have access ro good quality 
medical care," says Lindsey, "America is 
only a's successful as iis most unhealthy 
citizen." 
Lindsey says wheri it comes to insfiring 
undocumented immigrants, "there's 
going to be some blood, sweat and tearS. 
Some are going to lose while others will 
gain." 
She supports 1.he governor's proposal ,.., 
but like· a growing number of doctors, 
hospitals, insurers and some legislators 
she believes the state's large population 
of uninsured an~ poor makes his plan a 
difficult sale. 
"The challenge will be to create an 
equitable system of guaranteeing univer-
sal care while preserving the moral and 
financial integrity of employers or indi-
See HEALTHCARE, Page A-3 
Riverside Comniunity Police Review Commission Challenged Again 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
By Mary Shelton 
Several weeks after the resignation of its 
executive director, the fate of Riverside's 
Community Police Review Commission 
was discussed during a meeting at City Hall. 
Community members listJ:ned ill concern 
as Asst. City Mariager Tom DeSantis out-
lined major changes to the operations of.the 
CPRC, in the wake of the abrupt resignation 
of its executive director, Pedro Payne earlier 
this month. 
Representing the city along with Desantis 
were Riverside Police Department Cliief 
Russ Leach, Area Commander Lt. Larry 
Gonzalez and City Attorney Gregory 
l.¾iamos. Also in attendance were communi-
ty members who were concerned about the 
most recent events to shake the commission. 
During its seven year history, it has not 
enjoyed much of a respite from. the actions 
of elected officials and city employees even 
after voters in the city had passed an initia-
tive to put it in the city's charter in 2004. 
Two commissioners who also attended the 
ll)eeting said that they believed the CPRC 
was being micromanaged by the city manag-
er's office. · 
• •we almost are being told step by step 
· what to do,'' B~wer said. 
, Concern rose in the community after 
Payne,s sudden resignation was followed by 
ahnouncements from City Manager Brad 
Hudson's office that a public briefing that· 
the CPRC had planned to hold on its inves-
tigation into the fatal shooting of Lee Deante 
Brown had been postponed at least a month 
upon request of the Riverside Police 
Department and the Riverside County 
District Attorney's office because investiga-
tors had discovered "new, highly relevant 
evidence" in that case almost a year after the 
shooting occurred, according to Desantis . 
However, Hudson went beyond that and 
said that the city was· no longer going to 
employ the investigation firm that had been 
used by the CPRC sinc.e 2001 and tha[ the 
CPRC would not be allowed to initiate its 
own investigatiQn nor send out its own 
investigator to do interviews with witnesses 
until after both the police department and the 
D.A.'s office had completed their own 
investigations of officer-involved d~ ths. 
Brewer objected to this requirement, cit-
ing his own experience as an investigator. 
"We can't send out an investigator for six 
months," Brewer said, ~That's ridiculous." 
Councilman Steve Adanis, citing his prior 
experience as a Riverside Police Department 
officer, objected to Brewer's comments and 
said that with the police department and dis-
trict attorney out there investigating, they 
didn't need a "third ann • to interfere with 
what they were doing. 
"We're fact finding," he said, referring to 
himself and the police and of the CPRC he 
said, "They're reviewing." 
However, according to the city charter, the 
CPRC has the power to review and investi-
gate the deaths of any person which result 
from the direct or indirect actions of a police 
officer. For seven years and nine officer-
involved deaths, the CPRC had been able to 
do so without either the city manager or 
police department stepping in to implement 
changes to the procedures. These changes 
come during a time when there are currently 
three fatal shootings that occurred last year 
that were under investigation by the CPRC, 
all of them involving individuals who were 
. unaoned when they first encountered police 
officers. 
Leach said that the CPRC was focusing 
too much of its attention on the investiga-
tions of officer-involved deaths. However, 
given that between October 2005 and 
November 2006, there were five officer-
involved deaths· involving a police depart-
ment with fewer than 400 sworn police offi-
cers, the CPRC is required by the city's 
ch~r to launch investigations into each 
incident Leach said that he had not received 
any policy recommendations frQm the police 
department lately, or heard of any trends that 
the department needed to be noted. 
' We can handle complaints,' Leach said. • 
CPRC vice chair Jim Ward said that the 
problems were with the police department 
and the city officials, decision to microman-
age the CPRC. He said that many of those 
people were currently in the room and 
included Leach, DeSantis and Priamos. 
"I do not believe that we are the problem," 
Ward.said, "The problem lies elsewhere.' 
Ward said that the culture of the police 
department has not changed even with the 
imposition of the stipulated judgment 
between thi: city and the state attorney gen-
eral's office between 2001 and 2006. He 
cited some improvements but said that more 
needed to be done. 
Ward criticized the inability nf the com-
missioners to put anything on a meeting 
agenda without prior approval° of Hudson's 
office. 
' We can't even put out an agenda,' Ward 
said, 'What kind of independence do you 
have if you can't put out an agenda?" 
Changes were implemented to the CPRC 
by Hudson's office last autumn when 
Hudson and DeSantis banned Payne from 
doing public outreach or attending cornmu-
nity meetings due to beliefs that this would Outreach subcornmittee meetings, Payne 
make him appear biased against the police · 
department. In one of the CPRC's Public See RPOA, Page A-3 
SUPERBOWL HISTORY 
I 
It'll Be 'Super' With Dungy and Smith 
The Black Voice News 
By Earl Heath 
It's been a long time corning and 
by this time everyone knows that · 
Super Bowl XLI will be the first 
time in history that two African-
American coaches oppose each 
other. Lovie Smith will lead the 
Bears to their second Super Bowl in 
21 years. Tony Dungy leads the 
Indianapolis Colts to the big gaqie 
as the oppoii~nt. 
The Bears enter the game after a 
resounding 39-14 win over the New 
Orleans Saints. The Colts squeaked 
out a 38-34 victory over the three-
time Super Bowl champions, the 
New England Patriots. The two 
coaches have been friends for years 
as Smith served . on Dungy's staff 
while both were with the Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers. 
"Whenever _you're the first to do 
something," said Smith, "there is 
always somethihg special behind it. 
lndiannapoll,s Coach 
Tony Dungy 
I am really happy Tony made it. Our 
players knew all about it and wanted 
to help us make history." Smith led 
the Bears to a 13-3 record in reg-
ular season and bas the 
number . five _ , J _. 
defense in the .:-:~ 
. NFL. 
· Chicago Bears Coach 
Lovie Smith 
head of the Bears, did things his 
way. He has a quiet demeanor and is 
a defensive specialist. He withstood 
a barrage of criticism around.quar-
terback Rex Grossman. In the end 
See SUPERBOWL, Page A-3 
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The Black Voice News 
Use Measure Z Funds Wisely 
I want to thank God for the invention of television as 
one means of communication and recording events as they 
happen and. then for newspapers for giving us a means to 
record for others to read. Watching San Bernardino City 
Councilmember's dis-
cuss how to spend the 
money from Measure Z 
was interesting to say the 
least. First of all, I 
thought, . some of the 
loudest voices were from 
people who were not on 
the council at the time or 
others who were doubtful it would pass. Now, they are the 
ones who know more about the measure than the one who 
wrote the measure. They are the ones who are s,aying the 
police department sho1).ld get all of the money because that 
is what the voters voted for. I voted for the measure and 
that is not what I voted for nor did my neighbors. Now I 
know that crime suppression is a major portion of getting 
a city back on a safe footing so citizens can walk the streets 
and children can play outside. I know that helicopters are 
important in this war on crime for I have listened to them 
fly overhead for the past twenty years on the Westside but 
they only resp~md after a crime has been committed. I 
know you want more officers and you should hire more, 
however a program needs to be aimed at getting more offi 
cers to live in the city where they work as well. I would like 
· to know how many officers live and pay taxes in S 
Bernardino. I know it is a constitutional issue but wh 
should police make a living in one city while not contribut-
ing to the onrall well being of the community but 
demanding all the resources. The police are good at what 
they do and we need them for what they do. As a former 
Police Commissioner, I know. I've done the ride along 
with visits to the jail and it is not a job everyone can do; 
but it is a very good job and we need more people of color 
to seek it as a career. 
On one hand, I know that Prevention and Intervention 
will produce better citizens, attract business, and make us 
safer over the long distance. I know from my experience of 
working with the YWCA youth coed recreation program 
on 5th Street and Arrowhead back in the sixties. One of the 
kids, now a productive adult living in Phoenix, Arizona 
works for Minister Louis Farakhan and has his own lim-
ousine business, comes by often to tell me so. These kids 
would walk up from the Valley Truck Farm community , 
and the Westside of town for Friday activities of dancing, 
crafts, swimming and artworks. I know as a former scout-
mastei; on the Westside during the .sixties and seventies 
wt.At. jpt.ervention can do. Fm: example, Rogel' Moss who 
lived on 18th Street drops by the house every now and then. 
or calls to tell me what it meant to him and how it saved 
him fr!)Jil a life of crime or death. He too is married and 
works for one the largest printing firms in Southern . 
California as d supervisor. He also told me how he got a 
higher rank in the military because he knew how to 
march, something he learned in the Boy Scouts. Then 
there was Shelton Diggs who went on to catch the winning 
touch down pass at the Rose Bowl game for USC during 
the John McKay days. There are many others who fit this 
same description. As a matter of fact one of the Biggers 
want to come back and lend his expertise to help us. He 
keep up with our city's struggles through the internet and 
communicates by email. The YWCA and National Council 
Of Negro Women had a youth program at Baseline and 
Muscott (now Medical Center Drive) assisting mothers. 
The police department had a community outreach pro-
gram that interfaced with the community. It was not all 
about chasing, catching, beating up, and locking up once 
released and starting all over again. 
Now ·I am sure you say that was then and this is now and 
you are.correct. But for your information we had the Crips 
. · and Bloods then in addition to the Hells Angels and 
Mountain Rangers gangs mixing it up. There was one 
thing different then, police lived in the neighborhoods they 
serviced. There was Claude Diggs, Willie Clark, Officer 
Owens, Amos Cauley, Morris Antwine, Walter Jarman, Al 
Jury, fo_rmer Chiefs Lou Fortuna, Warren Cocke, and oth-
. ers who frequented the poorer side of town when there was 
I 
no problem. People saw them in church, super markets, 
eating Bar-B-Que, getting their hair cut or walking down 
· the street. In other words police were visible all the time 
. but not ~lways on duty. For your information the chiefs 
were active in the community on all sides of town and so 
was their staff. 
I was shocked to hear that officers coming on duty now 
· have to stand around' and wait for the officer going off 
• duty to bring in a car before the on coming officer could go 
· out on duty. I agree with all of you that, that is not accept-
able and should be corrected. I can also agree that no citi-
zen who call the police for assistance should be told their 
area or complaint is not on the high priority list. I want to 
caution you the council, that in the haste of h'aving extra 
money you don't become the expert on what the author of 
• the measure wrote and what we the voters want. What we 
want is a safer community that allow us to pursue happi-
ness, have flourishing businesses, gainful employment, get 
a good education, enrich our souls, raise our families, 
enjoy a good talk with our 'neighbors on the front lawns, 
enjoy the family at night without helicopters interrupting 
the sound, attend public functions without fights, leaving 
home without fear of break-ins, children you don't know 
being respectful of seniors, teachers teaching without fear 
of being sued, police stopping cars without fear of being 
shot or citizens not having to fear police. Yes what we want 
is peace and harmony and we can only get that by placing 
importance on all areas and not just one. 
Building Better Communities 
COMMENTARY 
Page A-2 Thursday, January 25, 2007. 
Influential Black & Latino Women in the Inland _Empir~ 
Partial Listing compiled by Hardy L. Brown 
It occurred to me that we have some very influential 
Black and Hispanic Women in the Inland Empire when I 
saw that my wife Cheryl had to sign the approval. of $6.8 
million dollars that went to community agencies and 
organizations as the Vice Chair of the San Bernardino 
First S Commission. Prior to signing the apgroval she had 
to evaluate then approve the various organization's plans 
for implementation. I thought of our elected 'Officials and 
women serving in positions where their approvaf is 
required before money is spent. I also thought of women 
who have put together organizations in the public sector 
NAME 





Cheryl R. Brown 
POSITION 
Vice Chair, First 5 San 
Bernardino 
NAME 













Bernardino Board of 
Education 
NAME 
· Rose Mayes 
POSITION 







State Senator, 65th 
District 
NAME 





































Mayor, City of Rialto 
NAME 








San Bernardino Board 
of Education 
NAME 
Eliza Daniely Woolfolk 
POSITION 
Exec. Dir. Alternatives 




Knoll's Family Agency 
Founder 
In the eJfort to be-the best community newspaper, we some-
times make mistakes. In last week's paper, we inadvertently · 
misprinted Betty Dean Anderson's name as Betty Jei;in 
Anderson and Bobby McDonald as Bobbie McDonald. We 
apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused. 
who have bucked the odds and still succeeded. I have con)-
plied a partial list to print and hope you will let me knoiv 
of others you think fit the criteria of making public or pi,-
, vate policy that impacts a large group of people, approviJtg 
budgets that provide service or meet the needs of mariy 
people, employing a staff of people that provide educatio~-
al training to our people for an improved life style and al19-
cating fmancial resources to agencies or organizations thM 
will improve the human conditions of others. Please for-
ward names of others who fit this criteria to me at hardy-
brown@blackvoicenews.c~m. • 
. 
NAME NAME NAME 
,. 
Sonja Wilson Lois Carson Acquanetta Warrert 
POSITION POSITION POSITION . 
President, Lake Community Action Councilmember, City 
Elsinore Unified Partnership Exec. of Fontana 
School District Director . 
~ 
NAME NAME NAME 
Gloria Macias Temitry Lindsey Linda D. Smith . 
Harrison POSITION POSITION . 
POSITION 
~ 
Exec. Director, Inland Four-D College 
President, Crafton Hill Behavioral Health Founder 
College Center 
NAME NAME NAME 
Esther Estrada Barbara A. McGee Rachel Clark 
POSITION POSITION POSITION 
1st Ward City of Rialto, City City of San 
Councilmember, City Clerk Bernardino, City CleD< 
of San Bernardino 
Wonielt ..... Nlect-
•-tMfollowlftll 
• maldng, developing 1111d 
1nftuenc1ng public or pr!, 
vate Polley 
• approving and establalh 
Ing budgets 
•employqip8Qllte 
• allocatlng flllanclal 
resources to maat com, 
munlty needs NAME NAME 
Virnecia Green Davis Joanne Gilbert • 
POSITION POSITION . 
Boardmember, Perris Boardmember, Rialto 
Unified School District Unified School Distri~t 
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Mahatma G·andhi. Statue Unveiled 
Photo by Sam James 
Pastor Julio Andujo, Ambassador Sen, Sabrina Jones, and Rose Mayes 
In an effort to build a more inclusive Riverside Community, The Riverside Mahatma Gandhi Peace Foundation along with the . 
eity of Riverside recently unveiled The Mahatma Gandhi Statue in Downtown Riverside. The statue joins the Martin Luther 
King statue, Booker T. Washington Bust as a major public monument illustrating Riverside's commitment to inclusion and 
• oiversity. 
RPOA 
Continued from Front Page 
said that he had tried to pursue more out-
reach with the police department but that 
they appeared resistant, 
DeSantis also announced that Joe Brann 
was going to -00 a study of the CPRC and 
then issue recommendations on how to 
improve it so it would remain "comnrunity-
focused and accountability based". Brann 
had previously served as t)le auditor 
assigned by fonner State Attorney General 
Bill Lockyer to oversee the implementatio11 
of the stipulated judgment that was dis-
solved last March. 
SUPERBOWL 
Continued from Front Page 
he came out on top holding up the 
George Halas Trophy. 
Dungy ·and the Colts finished the 
regular season with a 12-4 record . 
This is his fifth year with the team. 
"I've been thinking about my 
generation of kids who watched 
Super Bowls and never really saw 
HEALTHCARE 
Continued from Front Page 
viduals who provide care or insurance 
coverage." 
The plan. would force most businesses 
to cover their workers or pay 4 percent of 
payroll into a state fund; require doctors 
and hospitals to pay 2 percent and 4 per-
cent of their revenues to the state, in 
return for getting higher reimbursement 
for treating the poor and disabled; and 
mandate insurance companies accept all 
customers regardless of their medical 
history. 
RACE 
Continued from Front Page 
and she would become the first 
spouse of a former president to seek 
a return to the White House. 
Her entrance into the race is less 
than a week old, but she already 
finds herself in a breakneck compe-
tition against Mr. Obama for fund 
raising supremacy and what politi-
cal observers predict will be a !horse 
derby" to win the hearts and minds 
of African-Americans and women . 
2007 Moreno Valley MLK/Bl~ck History Parade (P1croR1AL)-
Muse Ark Performing Arts/Muse Ark T. V. 
Photos by John Coleman 
Trinity Baptist Church Puppet Ministry 
Photos by John Coleman 
_Photos continued on Page A-6 
COMMUNITY 
DISCUSSION 
on Riverside Police, 
· the Gommurilty Police Review 
Commission 
and City Ha ll 
A joint effort of the 
Eastside Think·Tank 
and .the 
Riverside Coalition for Police 
Accountability 
Monday, January 29th, 2007 
7:00 to 8:30pm 
Riverside County Office of 
Education 




Russ Leach, Chief of Police 
Riverside Police Department 
Sarah Danville, Chief Deputy 
District Attorney 
Riverside County District 
Attorney,s Office · 
Les Davidson, Chair 
Community Police Review 
Commission 
Rivers ide City Manager (Invited) 
\I 
Thursday, . January 25, 2007 
Committee Chair Andrew Melendrez said 
that they should wait until Brann completes 
his report before deciding what to do. 
Former commissioner, Frank Arroela said 
that the community and the police depart-
ment need to work together. 
"We can't continue to bash it," Arroela 
said of the police department. 
In November, Arroela resigned from the 
CPRC and currently is employed as a leg-
islative field representative for Adams, the 
council member who had appointed him to 
the CPRC in the summer of 2005. 
Adams said several times during the 
meeting that he had supported the 
Community, Police Review Commission 
beginning when he ran for his position in 
African-American coaches and did-
n't ,think about the fact that you 
could be a coach,., said Dungy. 
"Hopefully young kids will now say, 
'Hey, I might be a coach someday'." 
The two usually spend each . 
Monday morning during the regular 
season speaking to one another on 
the phone. That hasn't changed. The 
two spoke late Sunday night after 
their history making wins. Other 
coaches who coached under Dungy 
include . Henn Edwards and new 
Lindsey ~ays Democrats believe they 
have the political wind at their backs and 
with the growing number of 
Republicans, businesses and insurers 
teeing up behind the reform movement 
chances are even if the issue stalls in 
Washington, states like California will 
take action on their own. She predicts 
whatever the state outcome the issue will 
be hot in the 2008 presidential race. 
"Our first responsibility is to treat and 
then ask questions. The medical commu-
nity is at a cross roads. If we are _truly 
serious about creating an equitable 
national health network, we must at a 
minimum insure every child." 
IBHS recently broke ground on a $9.6 
"I know it's perceived as an anti-
Hillary thing," said Cuman Okali 
who shares Obama's Kenyan roots . 
"I think she's marvelous, I think 
she's a great senator and humanitar0 
ian, but I'd rather see Barack Obama 
as president. I think the Republicans 
· will make it their life's work to 
bring her down." 
"I think Obama will 'clean up ' • 
with Blacks, women and Latinos," 
said Connor Gillis . "But let's face it 
most Americans are not ready for a 
biracial/black president. I think his 
secret plan is to become the Vice 
Presidenlial running mate to John 
Edwards. He knows he is not elec-
table as President, and neither is 
Hillary. It looks like Edwards will 
become the eventual nominee and 
will choose Obama as a running 
mate." 
While no analysts will say elect-
ing a woman president is impossi-
ble, some still make that case about 
a Black candidate, said Rafael an 
African-American construction 
supervisor. He suggests discarding 
analogies to the broad appeal of 
Oprah Winfrey, Tiger Woods and 
Kobe Bryant: "There's a willingness 
to be entertaine~ by African-
Americans, but to be governed by 
thein is a completely different 
story." 
For 220 years, Americans have 
elected only white male Christians 
with no hint of ethnicity to the 
White House. By the time of Rep. 
Shirley Chisholm's brief run in 
1972, then Jesse Jackson's in 1984 
and 1988, the country was comfon-
able with barrier-breaking on the 
campaign trail, but not yet serious 
about electing someone truly differ-
ent. 
2003, even though during his election cam-
paign he had been endors.ed and had 
received financial contributions from the 
Riverside Police Association's Political 
Action Committee. Since its inception, the 
RPOAhas opposed the CPRC. 
Ward remained concerned about the 
future of the CPRC, in the face of the recent 
climate of politics which surrounds it, which 
has always surrounded it since its inception 
in 2000 and appeared to be continuing even 
though the majority of Riverside,s voters 
had voted in favor of Measure II which put 
the CPRC in the charter. 
"Elected officials are here tq carry out the 
will of the people," Ward . said, "Not the 
chief or. the D.A.'.' 
Pittsburg ·coach Mike Tomlin. 
Both coaches have · shown that 
you can be successful without 
yelling and swearing. Also, without 
sacrificing their faith or families. "I 
think. you look to young coaches 
coming ,up in the ranks, a · lot of us 
have a picture of how a coach is 
supposed to be, how you're sup-
posed to. act," said Smith. "I think 
what Tony Dungy showed me is that 
you doI).'t have to ·act that way." 
million, 28 ,400 square foot state-of-the-
art medical facility at the corner of ' D' 
and 7th streets across from the San 
Bernardino Police Department. 
Lindsey says the new facility will 
serve those who are greatest in need. 
''Tho·se who are uninsured, low income, 
working families, Medi-Cal, Medicare 
and everybody else that falls in 
between." 
"The political and economic forces 
that may seek to bind our effons will not 
stop us. Service_ I think is one of life's 
highest goals," says Lindsey. "My goal is 
to serve the needy community at whatev-
er cost, it's my life's calling." 
Otis Graham, a first year law stu-
dent at USC said, if Obama runs, his 
real advantage may be in Southern 
primaries, where Blacks now make 
up roughly half th~ voters. 
Republican strategists concede, 
like it or not, Obama' s advantage is 
he's still riding the popularity crest 
as an unknown . Analysts say that 
those who vote against Clinton 
because she's a women or those who 
would not vote for Obama purely on 
r~ce are unlikely to vote Democratic 
anyway. 
"The smart vo/ers will look at the 
best qualified candidate. I think 
Americans are ripe for a completely 
new direction," says Democratic 
poUster Joel Benenson. 
When it comes to the fundraising 
derby Clinton has ..$14.4 million on 
hand and a financial network in 
place to raise whatever it takes. And 
should Obama maintain his momen-
tum, analysts predict the money will . 
.almost cenainly follow. 
"Hillary can't afford to come out 
swinging at Obama," · said Art. "If 
she does she can fully expect the 
Hillary haters to swing back with 
vengeance. On the surlace, both 
candidates will likely hold their fire 
and wage relatively clean cam-
paigns . Below them, of course, their 
operative!, will be jabbing away in 
the 24-hour war rooms that are now 
a permanent part of big time p_oli-
tics." 
Borzou Daragahiu guzzling down 
this third Bud-Lite summed up the 
Clinton, Obama buzz this way: 
"For now, lets all chill" said 
Daragahiu "sit back, grab another 
'brewster' (beer) and resume the 
debate over who's gonna kick ass in 
the Super Bowl." 
Visit us online 
www.blackvolcenews.com 
DN ASERVICES .. of AMERICA . 
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Parents Beware: Middle School is Ground Zero for Trouble 
Got Asthma? 
~Stop· Smoking 
Dear Dr. Levister: I am an 
·occasional smoker. Recently I 
was diagnosed with asthma. 
Does smoking make my problem 
worse? 
PD. in Banning 
If you have asthma and you're 
a smoker, quitting is the most 
important step you can take to 
protect your lungs. 
Why Should I Q uit Smoking? 
You've probably heard how 
smoking can be harmful to your 
, health and the health of those 
'around you. Here are some ways 
quitting can be helpful. If you 
quit, you will: 
• Likely prolong your life. 
• Improve your health . 
Smoking increases your risk of 
,Jung cancer, throat cancer, a lung 
disease called emphysema, heart 
disease, high blood pressure, 
ulcers, gum disease and makes 
asthma worse. 
• Feel healthier. Smoking· can 
cause coughing, poor athletic 
ability, and sore throats. 
• Look better. Smoking can 
cause face wrinkles, stained 
teeth, and dull skin. 
• Improve your sense of taste 
and smell. 
• Save money. 
There's no single way to quit 
smoking that works fot every-
one. A smoking cessation pro-
gram may be helpful to you. Ask 
your doctor about smoking ces-
sation programs in your commu-
nity. 
Before you quit all at once 
('!cold turkey"), setting a plan 
will help: 
• Pick a date to stop smoking, 
and then prepare for it. 
• Record when and why you 
smoke. You will come to know 
what triggers you to smoke. 
• Record what you do when 
you smoke. Try smoking at dif-
' ferent times and different places 
to break the connections between 
smoking and certain activities. 
• List your reasqts for quitting. 
Read over the list before and 
after you quit . 
• Find activities to replace 
smoking. Be ready to do some-
thing else when you want to 
' smoke. 
• Ask your doctor about using 
nicotine gum and patches. Some 
people find these aids are very 
helpful. Also ask your doctor 
, about a nicotine-free prescription 
medication , like Zyban, that can 
help you quit smoking. 
Part 1 of 2 
Middle school is a transitional time 
for students. They have just gotten past 
training wheels on a bicycle but not 
quite ready for driving lessons. middle 
school is exploratory ground for many 
firsts such as ihe first cigarette, first use 
of profanity, first time hitching school, 
first introduction to gang membership, 
first real kiss, first real fondling, which 
often escalates to the next first. The mid-
dle school age group is the most sought 
after group by drug dealers recruiting 
workers, the tobacco industry recruiting 
smokers, and every trendy moneymak-
ing craze including subculture music 
juvenile revenue. And also by my obser-
vations, for the past several years most 
Interestingly, the story of history and 
the history of "story" are related. Both 
"history" and "story" derive from the 
Latin word "historia", meaning " the 
recording of past events", whether factu-
al or fictional. "Historia" (lndo-
European, weid, "to see") was used by 
the ancient Greeks in referring to a wise, 
learned man because of his knowledge 
gained from inquiry, from records, or 
from accounts. Toe presentation of this 
knowledge to the public ranged from a 
story of events to a narrative of past 
events. Such stories often derived from a 
developed sense of the results of inquiry. 
Example: " ... why they went to war with 
each other'' --comes from opinions of 
Herodorus (a 5th century BC Greek his-
torian). "Story" and "history" entered 
Middle English with the same sense-
both being applied \o an account--either 
Juanita 
BARNES 
A co11versatio11 with Dr. Maya 
Angelou: " For me, dream in color 
means, dream in black and brown and 
beige and red and yellow and pink 
and white. It means, dream that all the 
people in our magnificent country are 
responsible to me, and I am responsi-
ble to them. They are responsible for 
me, and I am responsible for them." 
HELLO MORENO VALLEY 
What a week we have had celebrat-
ing Dr. Martin Luther King's birthday 
throughout the Inland Empire. This 
past Saturday, the Moreno Valley 
Black Chamber of Commerce 
Community Foundation honored Dr. 
King by holding their 6th Annual 
Parade & the 21st Annual Black 
History Celebration. What a great 
time that was had by all in attendance. 
Leonard E. Robinson served as Qie 
Master of Ceremonies. He flew in to 
Southern California to be here for this 
day. Mr. Robinson is the Chief Deputy 
Director for the Department of Toxic 
Substance Control, appointed by 
Governor Arnold Schwaezenegger. 
Thanks my friend for sharing that day 
with us, we also had the soulful music 
of Pastor Dennis West and yours truly 
THE GRIER PAVILION 
PROJECT COMMITTEE 
cordially invites you to an unforgettable evening 
"A Jazzy Arts Affair" 
Benefitting the Grier Pavilion featuring jazz violinst 
Karen Briggs 
Saturday, February 3, 2007 
6:00 - 10:00 pm 
Riverside Arts Museum 
3425 Mission Inn Avenue 
Riverside, California 92401 
Event Tickets 
$150 per person • 250 per couple 
Mail Payment To: 
The Grier Pavilion, P.O. Box 584, Riverside, CA 
92502 
For Inquiries Call : 
Sherri Gomez (951) 689-1200 / Email : sher-
rigomez@gmail.com 




of the male students molested by female 
schoolteachers were middle school stu-
dents, which is a premature and confus-
ing transition into manhood . 
The first arrest in many future career 
criminals occur during middle school 
years. Comprehensive Strategy for 
Serious, Violent, and Chronic Juvenile 
Offenders (Wilson and Howell, 1993)-
reported in I 998 that youth who are 
referred to juvenile court for their first 
delinquency offense before age 13 are 
far more likely to become chronic 
offenders than youth first referred to 
court at a later age. According to the 
Department of Juvenile Justice, youth 
account for almost 36% of those arrest-
ed for homicide with nearly 20 percent 
between 11 to 17 years old, and an addi-
tional 16 percent are either 18 or · 19 
years old. These adolescent years are 
fragile with devastating consequences. 
Sons of Success 
The transition from boyhood to man-
hood is a delicate matter and must not be 
left to the scrutiny of the entertainment 
media, including the Black media and 
celebrities, especially music videos and 
violent video games. Black youth watch 
more television and spend more time 
with video games than any other youth 
and the effects are public knowledge. 
Parents with male children in the middle 
school age group should take proactive 
measures to enhance their child's likeli-
hood of productive passage from imma-
turity to maturity. Elementary school is 
too young to have them to stop acting 
childish but middle school is the perfect . 
age group. By the time an undisciplined 
kid reaches high school the teachers are 
apathetic and nobody wants to inter-
vene. All too often, youth who do not 
receive the proper passage end up in a 
prison cell before they are 25 years old. 
Some statistics says there are more 
Black male youth in prison than college. 
A Rites of Passage Program called 
Sons of Success is Conning at A.K. 
Quinn AME Church in Moreno Valley; 
The small group meets weekly oO: 
Saturday mornings. The boys are' 
instructed by godly men from big broth~ 
er to great grandfather types, and are. 
offered the benefit of wisdom and an' 
opportunity for academic assistaiice.: 
There are occasional field trips planned 
to serve the community through charita-: 
ble work. Very few purely fun trips ar~ 
scheduled for fun sake, everything is. 
discipline, preparation for mature man-
1 
hood, and Christ related . All mentors are' 
given a criminal background checks. Po~ 
more information call the church at 
(951) 485-6993. 
Stories Of The Word· "History" 
of imaginary events or of events sup-
posed to be true. Keep in mind the 
Medieval sense of "fact" or true did not 
always conform to modem standards of 
verification. Gradually, "story" went in 
the direction of_ entertainment and then 
on into the sense of "fiction". This left to 
the written aspect of "history" the idea of 
"a remembered or researched account of 
observable phenomena." By the 15th 
century "history" referred to organized 
knowledge of the past, whether written 
or not. In the 18th century the European 
focus on human self-development 
expanded these ideas inside "history" as 
a continuous and connected process. The 
various systems applied and the various 
interpretations of those processed 
pushed the boundaries of "history" on up 
into an abstract realm. In this way the 
canopy of "history" spread to embrace 
was the keynote speaker on 21 years 
of cultural celebration and history. 
The judges for the parade were 
Valerie Maxwell and Sir Isaac. To all 
who worked so hard to put on a won-
derful program for the city of Moreno 
Valley, many thanks and may we 
come together next year to work as 
before. 
Sunday, January 21, 2007 The 
Riverside Clergy Association under 
the leadership of Rev. Paul S . 
Munford, M. Div., sponsored a won-
derful program "Building On The 
Dream" at the Park Avenue Baptist 
Church under the \eadership of Rev. 
L. E. Campbell as the host pastor. To 
hear the excerpts from some. of Dr. 
King's Speeches was great: "The birth 
of a New Nation" From Amos Temple 
C . M. E. Church Charlie Byrd, Jr., 
"Give Us The Ballot" from Park Ave. 
Church Deacon Major Carter, "I've 
Been to the Mountaintop" from 
Cathedral of Praise Brandon 
Willoughby and "I Have a Dream" 
from Good News Community Church 
Pastor Ralph Rivers. 
BE BLESSED 
J .B. 
Steps to a Healthy 
Marriage 
is the topic of discussion 
at The Living Word Baptist 
Church on Sunday 
evenings from 6:00 p.m. to 
7:30 p.m. 
This study series is 
designed for the married 
and the "cibout to be mar-
ried." 
1760 Chicago Ave., Suite J9 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Rev. F.D. Bullock 
951.788.9218 
the past, the present, and.the future (e.g. 
"history repeats itself). 
Out of these three time period subdi-
visions sprang many branches-each 
with its own tem1s (e.g. ideal, political, 
or forces).· These branches opened the 
door to differences in "history" related to 
forms of presentations: ~ is a 
statement of facts , a report, or a story. 
Chronicle is an account of events in the 
order of their occurrence. Annals. are the 
records of events year by year. ~
contain public records and documents. 
~ is a record, usually . official, 
containing details and entries of items. 
Bjo~aphy is an account of a person's 
life or a word's life story. Autobio~aphy 
(Greek autos, "self') is one's account 
written by the same individual. Memo.it 
is an autobiographical account of per-
sonal experiences. Rec.itaJ is the telling 
Kris 
BENZ 
Welcome back to the Coachella 
Valley. Forgive me for not keeping in 
touch with you for the past two weeks, 
but I have been completely 
BUSY!!!! !! 
TOUCHDOWN & HISTORY 
Oh, what a way to start off the New 
Year! ! I! If you don ' t knciw. what I am 
talking about , let me break it down for 
you. How -many- of-you watched the 
NFL Playoffs this weekend? For those 
or you who are not aware, FOR THE 
FIRST TIME IN NFL HISTORY, 
there will be two African American 
head coaches in the Super Bowl. 
For the record though , Lovie Smith, 
the head coach of the Chicago Bears 
was the first for about four hours. 
Then he learned or saw that Tony 
Dungy, head coach of the Baltimore 
Colts would be joining him in this 
year's Super Bowl to share in this his-
toric moment. 
I really hate to pick who will win 
the Super Bowl, s"tnce my team (the 
Miami Dolphins) did not make it. But, 
I must go with the Colts. Head up no 
points I I! Remember you read it here 
first. 
"Celebrating Black Voices in the 
Media" 
February 1st starts Black History 
Month. So to kick-off this year's cele-
bration here in Palm Springs. The 
Rosa Parks Committee of Palm 
Springs, the Palm Springs Black 
History Committee and The African 
American Chamber of Commerce 
Palm Springs will have another histo-
ry making event here in the City of 
Palm Springs on Saturday, February 
3rd at 11 :OOam. 
in detail -of some event(s). Nan:atiYl: is a 
story of happenings in the order in which 
they have occurred·, perhaps as an anec-
dote (a "human interest" story) or testi-
monial. 
Today's formal sen e of "history" is 
an individual or group's chronological 
record of significant events- e.g. their 
importance, mu_tual relations, causes, 
explanations, and consequences. History 
is usually biased or slanted to favor ( or 
to look less bad) the historian's interest 
while showing the enemy in an unfavor-
able light. Furthermore, a presentation 
of any historical aspect is never com-
plete because of the vast speculations 
requiring many assumptions and thus 
making it full of questionable opinions. 
Dealing with events remote in time auto-
matically relates and inter-relates vast 
speculations because they require many 
This wiJ.l be the day that we rename 
a street "Rosa Parks Road". 
Newscaster Larry Carroll will be our 
Keynote Speaker for this celebration. 
Actress Tanya Wright will be Mistress 
of Ceremonies. Others that are· sched-
uled to participate are artist, Jameel 
Rasheed, Rev. Dennis Morgan Brown 
and others. 
How would you like to have an 
opportunity to participate in the 20th 
Annual Parade and Town Fair, which 
will take place in Downtown Palm 
Springs on Saturday, February 24th ? 
The Theme for this year is 
"Celebrating Black Voices in the 
Media". 
For more information on the 20th 
Annual Palm Springs Black History 
Month activities , call Jarvis Crawford 
or William Pellum at 760-416-5715 
Lights! Camera! Action! 
WhatChaNeed.Net has officially 
started its Casting Company here in 
the Coachella Valley. We are looking 
for those that are interested in being in 
' II , F.A.C.S. 
assumptions for which there can be no 
proof. To a somewhat lesser degree the 
same can be said about current events 
viewed from a distance and, to a still 
lesser degree, to facts inside living histo-
ry. This is not as likely when reporting is 
done on natural phenomena, called 
Natural History. [Reprinted from: 
Bailey, Afrocentric English]. 
website: jablifeskills .com 
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D. 
movies, commercials, television and 
photo shoots. If you feel that you have 
what it takes, email us your photos 
(preferably headshots) and contact 
- information to 
stars@whatchaneed.net. If you have a 
resume, send that as well. We have 
contacts for Union and Non Union 
Productions . Don't be left out of the 
"EYE" of the Camera! !! 
Remember, if you have a story or 
something to share or any comments, 
questions or concerns feel free to 
email me at kbenz@whatchaneed.net. 
You can also /isit my website at 
www.whatchanted.net or call me at 
760-660-3517 . 
I look forward to sitting with you 
next week. As always have a Blessed 
One ll! !!! 





A Full Service Retirement Community. 
Meals, Housekeeping, Transp9rtation, Entertainment 
and more in One Low Fee! 
~liveGro've 
RETIRE M E N T RESORT 
QUALITY RETIREMENT LMNG 
7858 California Ave., Riverside 
www.olivegrove.com 
_ (9Sl) 687-2241 
(5) Equal Housing Opportunity 
You Can Teach! 
Do yo·u hold a college degree? 
Complete your teaching credential in as little as 9 
months, or be a paid intern teacher while you complete 
the program. 
The College of Education at California State University 
San Bernardino has programs in Elementary, Secondary, 
Bilingual and Special Educat ion. 
Take a positive step toward 
your future!' 
Call us today a t: (909) 537-5603 
C ALIF O RNIA STATE UNIVE R SITY 
SAN B l!RNA RDINO 
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Family Fun Day At Riverside Metropolitan Museum 
u 
MUSEUM 
Visit the Riverside Metropolitan Museum on Sunday, February 4, from 1:00 pm- 4:00 pm 
during•Family Fun Day for a special family activity celebrating c~mmunity through art. Use 
colors and shapes to create an illustration of were you live as inspired by African American 
artist Romare Bearden and help create a 'coIIllllunity portrait on a huge collage. · 
Family Fun Day programs are generously supported by the Arts Council ancl the Riverside 
Museum Associates. Programs are free of chare. Children must be accompanied by an adult. 
For more information: (951) 826-5273. 
Riverside Metropolitan Museum, 3580 Mission Inn Ave., Riverside, CA 92501, (951) 826-
5273, www.riversideca.gov/museum, Parking validation available at Parking Garage 1 (locat-
ed on·Orange Street between Mission Inn Ave. and University Ave.} The museum is open 
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday, 9 am - 5 pm; Thur~day 9 am - 9 pm; Saturday 10_ am - 5 
pm; Sunday 11 am - 5 pm; closed on Monday. · 
:.Jan. 25th 
:san Manuel Indian Casino & Bingo 
:i,resents Smokey Robinson 1/25/2007 
-One of the most famous and enduring 
acts associated with the famous 
.Motown sound, Smokey Robinson is a 
singer, songwriter, producer extraordi-
naire with few peers. This celebrated 
entertainer is a member of three sepa-
rate Hall of Farnes and winner of a 
Grammy Legend Award. Tickets: $35, 
$45 and $55. Tel: 1-800-359-2464 
Riverside Mayor's State of the City 
Address 1/25/2007 I :00 pm. Location: 
Riverside Convention Center, 3443 
Oranges Street, Riverside. Tel: (951) 
683-7100 
Chalise Productions presents Chicago 
Steppin at it's finest 1/25/2007 8:QO pm. 
L-ocation: 168 W. Willow St, Pomona 
CA 91768 (Garey Park Plaza at Willow 
& Garey - in the Sav-on / Smart & Final 
parking Jot).$ LO.DO per person $15.00 
per couple PER SESSION. Contact: 
such as Cedric The Entertainer and DL 
Hughley. Rickey Smiley takes everyday 
situations and turns them into everyday 
humor. He does it all with the heip of a 
few good imaginary friends of his. Such 
hilarious friends include 90-year-old 
church lady, Ms. Bernice Jenkins, along 
with Lil Daryl, a character that gained 




Riverside Museum Associates Annual 
Tour·& Taste Fundraiser 1/26/2007 8:30 
pm. Come join us for a night of food, 
wine, fun and fund-raising! The 
Riverside Metropolitan Museum will be 
filled with various locaj restaurants just 
waiting for you to taste their specialties! 
Reservations will be taken in January. 
Location: · Riverside Metropolitan 
Museum, 3580 Mission Inn Avenue, 
Riverside, 'CA 92501. Tickets: $35 per 
person. Info Phone: 951-826-5273 
Jan~ 27th 
Gospel Vision Live, 1/27/2007 7:30 
pm. A time of praise, worship, & 
Word .. Jeaturing guest gospel artists in 
soot, dance, mimes, clean comedy, 
poetry, short dramas, and so much 
more .... Location: Calvary Faith Center, 
830 I Elm Avenue, Rancho Cucamonga, 
CA,. Tel: (951) 538-4555 
Turn That Mic Up, the Inland Empire's 
Only Spoken Word/Open Mic 
1/27/2007 9:00 pm. Location: Gallery 
· by Dzine, 119'West Transt Street #3, 
Ontario, CA 91762. There is a mini-
mum $3 donation required at the door. · 





Jubilee is Here] 1/28/2007 6:30 pm. R -
:U - Trred, Weary, Anxious, Frustrated, 
Discouraged, Depressed or Lonely? 
Struggle No Longer! Jubilee House of 
45000 Pechanga Pkwy, Temecula CA, 
IN THE BEAUTIFUL EAGLES NEST 
(top floor of hotel). For more info, 
please call 9? 1-303-9978 
Live Jazz Sundays, 1/28/2007 11:00 
pm. Featuring the Del Atkins Band. 
Location: Cheers, 12220 Pigeqn Pass 
Road in Moreno Valley. Information: 
(951) 247-3233. 
I • 
Blues Jam Under the Stars, 1/28/2007 
12:00 am. Location: China Beach 
Patio, 12125 Day St., Moreno Valley. 




SATURDAY JANUARY 27, 2007 
MISS BLACK SAN BERNARDI-
NO SCHOLARS,HIP PAGEANT 
STURGES CENTER FOR FINE 
ARTS 
780 N. E STREET 
BERNARDINO CALIFORNIA 
SAN 
7:00 PM TICKETS $12 IN 
ADVANCE $15 AT THE DOOR 
38th BLACK HISTORY 
PARADE 
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 3, 2007 
BEGINNING AT 8th & E STREET --
ENDING AT COURT & D STREET 
SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA 
10:00AM 
BLACK HISTORY EXPOSITION 
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 3, 2007 
COURT STREET SQUARE COURT 
& E STREET , 
SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA 
11 :OO'AM 
BLACK HISTORY BALL 
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 3, 2007 
HILTON HOTEL 
285 E. HOSPITALITY LANE 
SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA 
TICKETS $45 PER PERSON. $ 450 
FOR TABLE OF TEN 
7:00 PM 
Charlene Fowler for additional infor-
mation 
The Inland Empire Music Awards 2007· 
presente<) by IE Weekly 1/26/2007 8:00 
pm. Location: Key Club At Morongo, 
29500 Seminole Dr, Cabazon, CA 
92230. Tickets: $15. Box Office 
Numbers: 951-755-5391 
Praise f?r A1:,~ Nations an Apo~tolic & . GOSPELFEST 
Prophet:Jc Mllllstry of Restoralion cor- SUNDAY FEBRUARY 11 2007 909 .477 .7735 
Jan. 26th 
COMEDIAN RICKEY SMILEY 
1/26/2007. 1/27/2007 11 :59 om. Rickey 
Smiley is the host of BET's highly pop-
ular nightly comedy showcase, "" 
Comic View."" The show is consistent-
ly among the network's highest rated 
programs, and has been a launching pad 
for numerous superstars of comedy, 
I l'iltririoo 
I Brastfetdiog/la~ 




I ' STD' 1/Piq 
~ Clnld Obesiq 
I t.betes 
dially invites you for your time of pur- · NEW JERSALEM CHURCH OF 
pose destiny is @ Hand. Location: GOD & CHRIST. 
1700 West Highland Av, San 14£4 W. 21st STREET 
Upscale Fridays at Tuins Jazz Club, 
1/26/2007 9:00 pm. For The Grown and 
Bernardino, CA 92411. Tel: (951) 662- SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA 
3383 for directions & more information 4:00 _ 6:00 PM 
• Sexy. Location: Tuins, 10134 Foothill 
Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga, CA. Tel: 
Henry Andrade - 951/662-1382, Tim -
951/538-8122, Cha Cha - 951/453-4228 
THE SMOOTH JAZZ VOCALS OF 
JACQUELINE BONAPARTE, 
1/28/2007 11:00 p.m. Location: 
PECHANGA HOTEL & CASINO, 
January 27, 2007 
1 O:OOAM -_ 4:00PM 
Chil birth eri 
Topic: Nutrition: Child Obesity 
J 
New Hope familv Pnblic Fnterprise Center 
(~~rthy logram L~ry) 
1505 W. Highland Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA. 92411 
(The Corner of Highland & Western) 
FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CON-
TACT (909) 534-1761 . 
And Much More ......... 
Free! Free! Free! Guest Speaker Free! Free! Free! 
RtffleDn 
(l)"l 
(2) Diootr Tsers 





Dr. Kenneth Fergurson, MD 





(Band with Saxophone) Jumper Gym· Petting 7.oo 
(11:00am-1:00µn) 
Spuis_b speaiing iDf orDdon am faciliracors 
For more information Contact: Shcrlt or Jotylyna 
, . 1ii;aail: n~ginl)ingm@yahoo.com 
0$f1Cc: (909) 883-1387 Fax: (909) 88~ 1397 
Thursday, January 25, 2007 : 
smokin' the blu~s. No cover charge. Tel: 
Randa, (95 I) 533-l355 
Upscale 3 Entertainment Presents 
Sevilla Jazz House Live Jazz Bands 
1/28/2007 12:30 am. For the Grown and 
Sexy. No Hats - No Sports Attire • 
Upscale Attire Preferred. Location; 
Sevilla Jaiz Club, 3252 Mission Irui 
Road, Riverside, CA. Tel: Tymm ~ 
951/538-8122, Cha-Cha - 909/428-
4288, Pat - 951/538-8124 
Is Your Business 
In Need of More Customers? 
All Aboard the Inland Talk Express . .. 
KCAA 1050 AM Powerhouse Talk Radio . · 
Local'News & Entertainment for the Inland Empire is 
· the answer!!! 
Buy all the rech and frequency you need to reach thousands of Inland 
Empire consumers daily in this rapidly expanding market. 
Why Radio? 
Radio delivers Reach • Radio is Everywhere • Radio Excites the 
-Imaginatino • Radio Builds Image • Radio is Immediate • Radio is 
· Economical 
Here arc the ·details 
KCAA is part of the Riverside/San Bernardino Califonia market but 
KCAA's Signal covers about 4 million people in the Riverside/San 
Bernardino, Orange County, Palm Springs and Los Ang~les Markets. 
KCAA'.s largest average quarter hour audience (AQH) is during 
"Imus In The Morning" 
_ 6 a.m. - 9 a.m. weekdays 
KCAA bas all the advcnising you need to 'sell your products and services at a price you can 
afford. DON'T BE LEFf BEHIND and begin to grow your business through this exciting at)d 
expanding media "TALK RADIO." 
Contact Your Local KCAA Sales Executive 
Trevor Garner 951-515-0334 
I 
. ,.. 
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Photo by John Coleman 
Canyon Springs High School Cougars Canyon Regiment 
DRIVE SOBER 
Photo by John Coleman 
Mother's Against Drunk Driving 
, 1 Photo by John Coleman 
Judges:Valerle Matcwell, Sir Isaac Lindsay, VeronlcacUndsay1and Juanle[a Barnes 
2007 Announcers Joe Childs and Roy Branch 
Photos by John Coleman 
2007 Black History Parade Grand Marshal WIiiiam Barr 
Street to be renamed Rosa 
Parks Rd. in Palm Springs 
Host: Palm Springs Rosa 
Parks Committee 
Location: D e s e r t 
Highland Gateway Estates 
Las Vegas Road & Indian 
Canyon Drive, Palm Springs, 
CAView Map 
When: Saturday, February ,3, 
· 11 :OOam 
Phone: · 760-690-3517 or 760-
416-5715 
Palm Springs Rosa Parks 
Committee invites you to attend 
a Historical Event in the City Of 
Palm Springs, The Keynote 
,, Speaker will be renowned 
n'ewscaster Larry Carroll. 
Actress Tanya Wright will be· the 
Mistress of Ceremony. 
After the Ribbon Cutting cere-
mony there . will be a 
Remembrance/Celebration 
March froJTl Rosa Parks Road to 
the James 0 . Jessie Desert 
Highland Unity Center. (About a 
1/2 mile march) 
This will be ~he Kick-off for the 
20th Annual Black History 
Month Celebrations in the City 
of Palm Springs. 
For more information call Kris 
Benz@ 760-660-3517 or Jarvis 
Crawford@ 760-416-5715 
$4,000 Dealer Discount · 
$4,000 Factory Rebate 
$8,000 
OFFMSRP! 
$1,800 Dealer Discount 
$2,250 Factory Rebate L 
$500 College Grad Rebate 
$4,550 
OFFMSRP! 
00 Factory Rebate 
College Grad Rebate 
4,500 
FFMSRP! 
Thursday, January 25, 2007. 
·SHIFT_ 
'98 VW BEETLE - BLACK, CHEAP, CHEAP GAS SAVING CAR! #025949 ...................................... $4,995 
'98 FORD WINDSTAR - LOW, LOW MILES, 51K,·GREAT FAMILY VAN, INEXPENSIVE! #066116 ... $5,995 
'02 DODGE INTREPID -AUTO, POWER PACkAGE, LOW MILES, NICE CAR! #101474 .............. $9,595 
'05 CHEVY AVEO - CHEAP CAR, POWER STEERING, A/C, AUTO, GAS SAVER! #328931... ...... $9,995 
'00 NISSAN PATHFINDER - WHITE, t..OW MILES, SUV, FULL POWER, AUTO, NICE! #430135 .. . $10,995 
'01 NISSAN XTERRA SE - WHITE, AUTO, WILL BE GONE THIS WEEKEND! #502014 ............. $10,995 
'03 FORD RANGER XTRA CAB - BLACK, LIFTED, GREAT TRUCK, AUTO, #A38271 ................ $10,995 
'04 NISSAN SENTRA -AUTO, PWR PKG, LOW MILES! HURRY, WON'T LAST! #858710 .. ........ $11,995 
'02 NISSAN ALTIMA - PEARL WHITE, AUTO, PWR PKG, CRAZY CHEAP! #191091 .................. $11,995 
'06 CHRYSLER PT CRUISER - BLACK TOURING, PWR, SUPER CLEAN, MUST SEE! #271641 ... $12,995 
'03 NISSAN FRONTIER - AUTO, XTRA CAB, NEED A LITTLE TRUCK? THIS IS IT! #416535 ..... $12,995 
'07 NISSAN VERSA- THIS CAR IS PERFECT! LOW MILES, LIKE NEW! #354322 ............... ..... . $12,995 
'06 FORD FOCUS - LOW MILES, MUST SELL #146897 .................................. ............................. $13,995 
'05 NISSAN ALTIMA - SILVER, AUTO, PWR PKG, GREAT CAR AT A GREAT PRICE! #157491 ... $13,9~5 
'04 NISSAN ALTIMA- CHARCOAL, FULL PWR PKG AUTO, GOOD LOOKING CARI #195219 .... $13,995 
Building Better Communities 
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Eleanor Jean Grier Leadership Academy HOids 
Graduation 
J:he Blqck Voice News ~-
• 1 
~y Jequetta Bellard 
RIVERSIDE; 
knowledge and expertise to help oth-
ers. She serves on several commit- _ 
tees and boards for the Greater 
Riverside Chambers of Commerce, 
"" is the current Director for the For 
•·• The Riverside African-American You Network-Moreno Valley and on 
~storical Society and· The Group the Corporate Affiliates committee 
:,Vill present the graduation ceremo- of the National Association of 
ny of the 2007 inaugural class of the Women B isiness Owners-IE. Lisa 
Eleanor Jean Grier Leadership Marie is also a member of the 
~cademy on January 28, 2007 at American Society o( Training & 
~:00 PM. The Parkview Founder's ·Development and the National 
:tenter was chosen as the graduation Association of Female Executives. 
)ite and is located at 3885 Jackson She enjoys volunteer work a11-d 
;>t., Riverside, CA 92504. This serves as the Vice-President, 
'term's graduates are: Lolita Barnard, Fundraising for non-profit 50 I (3) 
~equetta Bellard, Alex Bowier, (c) organization which1 ' provides 
:iacqueline Bowier, Christina Duran, emergency relief services io families 
t'.quilla Ed~ards, Tim Gachago, in need and as the local coordinator 
~lisha Hall, Lisa · Jarman, Pilar for an organization that helps cou-
;J,ones, Hazel Lambert, Sir Isaac ples prepare for marriage. 
J.,indsey, Kevin Randon, Bennett Robert Byrd was born and r,used 
l:leid, Ralph Rivers, and Gloria in Chicago, Illinois. He has had.the 
1Nillis · privilege and honor of being married 
The keynote . speakers for this to the former Patricia Robinson for 
term's graduation are Lisa Marie 24 years. The Byrds have two chil-
'i>latske and Robert Byrd, Auditor- dren, a son Robert, 22 and a daugh-
~ontroller, County of Riverside. As ter Kailah, 14. During his time-off, 
J,ie President and Chief Excellence Mr. Byrd enjoys music, sports, coin 
, :J;)fficer of Upside Thinking, Inc., and stamp collecting, and working 
' , . ,1,isa Marie P_latske brings passion with advanced technology. He also 
-~d excitement to her work every enjoys playing the trumpet and lead 
Members of the first Jean Grier Leadership Academy funded by the Irvine Foundation. 
-~Y- Committed to transforming and bass guitars in a music ensem- Clarke is a partner in the Litigation tion matters; and business litigation. 
· 
1
~ganizations, Ms. Platske teaches ble, in which his wife is also a mem- Department of the Riverside office In law school, Mr. Clarke was 
ofessionals how to develop a clear ber. of Best, Best & Kreiger LLP. He elected to the Order of Barristers, a 
adership vision, increase their For more than three years preced- joined the firm after graduating from national honorary society for out-
,. here of influenced and achieve law school in 1985 .. He is involved standing achievement in courtroom ing 2002 he served as the Assistant 
t,,. ~ ng-term growth and steady profits. Auditor-Controller in Riverside in litigation concerning education advocacy, and he served as a staff 
rut energetic and inspirational train- County's Auditor-Controller's law, special education disputes, . writer on the Legislative Review of 
• '. tir, leadership coach and certified Office. Today, as the elected business torts, public agency litiga- the Pacific Law Journal. He also 
' } true Colors facilitator, she has influ- Auditor-Controller he is responsible tion, and he has ~eveloped expertise received the United States Law 
',' •~need the lh:es of entrepreneurs, for the policy, operations, and vision on defending defamation issues for Week Award for Outstanding 
:,mall business owners and corporate of this office, which consists of four clients. Mr. Clarke has successfully Contributions to the law school 
' · pecutives with her "call to commit- divisions and an adlpinistrative sec- defended school districts and other community. Currently, Mr. Clarke 
' 1nent", challenging individuals to education clients in Orange and participates in· several community · , tion. 
:J;reate a plan for excellence. The emcee for the program will Riverside counties in student disci- activities. 
,:: Active in the community, Lisa be 1 k B Cl k 1 -E Mr plinary matters, civil rights and The Eleanor Jean Grier . ac . ar e r., sq. . 
funded in April ·2006 by a $90,000 
grant from the James Irvine 
Foundation. This private, nonprofit 
• grant making foundation is dedicat-
ed to expanding opportunities for the 
people of California to participate in 
a vibrant, inclusive, and successful 
society. 
ization. They shared the cfiallenges 
and benefits of leadership as well as 
advised the participants on how to 
prepare to become a successful lead-
ers. Volunteers mentored partici-• 
pants ,to assure_ their success as new, 
leaders. ; , 
The n!!xt term will begin! 
February 15, 2007 at 6:00 PM. ; 
Shirley Coates is the Project; 
Coordinator and can be contacted at: 
951.628.5306 or via e-mail at, 
EJGACADEMY@SBCGLOBAL.N: 
ET 
:~arie generously gives her time, Constitutional claims, special educa- ,Leadership Academy project was ; :-:~' _________________________________ ..:.., ______ ..;..._:.... ____________________ -=---=-----------~ 
Help For Parents Faced With Paternity Decisions 
Community volunteers served as 
speakers and presenters for academy 
classes. Experienced elected and 
apPQinted leaders made presenta-
tions on their leadership experi-
ences, what motivated them to 
become involved in their respective 
areas and the mission of their organ-
SAN JACINTO 
' ' . .:
~
• ·• In response to a growing need ... . 
1t'om the Inland Empire and sur-
Jounding communities, DNA 
~ervices of America continues to 
• elp its neighbors fully understand 
ftow DNA testing can resolve com-
flex, highly-emotional and confus-
,&ng situations. One critical area for 
1inwed parents is completion of the 
l)eclaration of Paternity. 
• ' The birth of a new baby should be 
JLtime of joy and excitement. A new 
flf e has entered the world and is 
; ined with its adoring mother and 
ether. The miracle of birth should 
$'ea time of joy, with as little stress 
Zs possible - a time for learning, 
family bonding and loving. For 
lJiose parents who have children out-
)ide of marriage, currently at a rate 
i>'f 35.7% on a national level and 
~ 4.4% in the State of California, the 
•·oyous moment can come to an 
.munediate halt when it is time to 
~ mplete the birth certificate paper-
~ork and they first learn about a 
legal document called a Declaratioq 
~f Paternity. 
DNA Services of America Regional Manager, Mr. Akbar El-Amin 
• The Declaration of Paternity 
{"DOP") is also known by other 
~ames in various states, such as the 
~davit of Parentage and Voluntary 
~cknowledgement of Paternity; 
liowever, the rules. that apply to its 
? ompletion are standard across the 
tountry. Believe it or not, most new 
')iiarents are completely unaware of 
the DOP until they meet with the 
t>irth certificate registrar or other 
f3ined hospital personnel for the 
fust time when they complete the 
h1rth certificate documents for their 
liewborn. This can come as quite a 
;hock, leaving parents unsure what 
lo do or how to respond given the 
~azing birth experience that just 
'took place and awesome responsibil-
. ity that they are now faced with. -
~ The OOP is a legal document and 
♦t6 application is generally managed 
Ju the state level through the 
~ ttorney General's office. The DOP 
) meant to have a positive impact on 
~e child, to ensure it begins its new 
life with emotional and financial 
ecurity through participation by 
both parents. In situations where the 
mother and father of the child are 
got married, the only way the father 
can be legally recognized is through 
written acknowledgement o.r 
through a court order. 
The mother and father are encour-
aged to make a decision at the hospi-
tal as to whether· or not the father 
will sign the DOP. If he does not 
sign the document right away, 
• He may seek a DNA test to 
establish paternity then he and the 
mother may file the completed DOP 
at a later date for a minimal fee; or 
• The mother may open a case to 
establish paternity through the state; 
or 
• If neither the mother nor father 
act, the child's birth certificate will 
be left without a father's name or 
recognized paternal guardian. · The 
mother may not be entitled to certain 
welfare benefits if she does not 
attempt to establish a father to help 
support the child. 
It is extremely important for a 
child to have a father involved in his 
or her life; however, it can be very 
stressful for new parents who may 
not be prepared for an immediate 
decision that may have far-reaching 
effects, such as: 
* emotional security 
*Personal identity 
*Family belonging 
• * Financial support for the child 
* Visitation and/or custodial 
DN A SERVICES .. of.AMERICA =============== ... B•nln1 tH lntJI "".n It man.rs mot 
leg■Hy Admlstlble • AABB Acaedlted Lab 
Retultt Wffllkl 3-5 Days • Mobile Services 
Phone: 800-215-9948 
rights 
• Medical history relative to 
paternally-inherited diseases 
• Medical, dental, social security, 
military child survivor or other ben-
efits 
• Moral and ethical upbringing of 
the child. 
It is important for new parents 
faced with acknowledging the pater-
nity of a child to remembe.r that this 
is a voluntary action. New parents 
have the choice to wait and think 
through the best options for their 
particular situation and should not 
feel pressured into making an unin-
formed decision that may be person-
ally detrimental or most importantly, 
negatively impact the child. It is 
easier for parents to add a name to 
the DOP and birth certificate than it 
is to remove a father's name if a sub-
sequent DNA test finds that he is not 
the biological father of the child. If a 
father signs the DOP, he generally 
has only sixty (60) days to resc~d 
his name. Depending on the state, 
rescission means his name is 
removed from the AOP; however, 
many times it does not ~ean his 
As{lire 
Bible Church 
Pressing for the Prize in Jesus Christ. 
Greetings! 
I invite you to start the year expecting 
more! 
We all want more from life, our leaders, 
careers, children, and other aspects 
of value in life. 
If you are searching for more and want 
to find new levels of completeness and 
·wholeness in an atmosphere with peo-
ple of like passion, faith and desire, we 
are the place for you: 
At Aspire, we are aspiring for more in 
God and in Life. We are Bible based; seek-
ing God's truth for balanced living. We are 
a Church: a community of believers 
growing & embracing life and others. 
Come and let's reach for more from Life and 
God together! 
l l 
name is removed from the birth cer-
tificate. In fact, this action may 
require legal intervention, If the 
father signs his name then wants a 
paternity test, he must generally 
,.seek,.one on his own accord and is no 
longer a candidate for testing servic-
es through the state. 
If the father does not rescipd his 
name during the 60-day period and 
later wishes to remove his name, it 
will be challenging and sometimes 
impossible. Remember, the purpose 
of the father acknowledging his 
desire to be the recognized father of 
the child is to protect the newborn 
and to protect his parental rights . 
Most DOP instructions clearly state 
that if a father is not sure of his bio-
logical relationship to the child, he 
should seek proof through a paterni-
ty test, If the father does not seek a 
test before signing the DOP and the 
60-day grace period passes, most 
states have a four ( 4) year statute of 
limitations for filing a lawsuit to 
contest the voluntary DOP. This 
does not make the reversal a guaran-
tee. The court will require proof that 
the document was signed under one 
of the following three conditions: 
• Fraud - someone lied when 
signing the document 
• Duress - the father was forced 
to sign the document 
• Mistake of fact - the father 
thought one thing and another thing 
was true 
Check with the Attorney : 
General's office for your state's reg- ; 
ulations. ; 
Unwed parents-to-be are enoour- • 
aged to research their state's paterni-
ty acknowledge,!Ilent process before 
their child is born so that they fully 
understand what they will be signing: 
when the child arrives. Education,: 
open communication, and keeping: 
the child's best interest at the fore- ' 
front are key when establishing legal: 
paternity. Being prepared for this: 
life impacting decision will not only; 
reduce family tensions at a critical: 
time but will also help create emo-; 
tional and financial security for this: 
new life through the participation of; 
both parents. 
DNA Services of America's local; 
offices established throughout the! 
U.S. personally handle DNA testing : 
needs in an attentive and confiden-: 
tial manner. Each office personally; 
answers client questions, coordi-; 
nates the ,testing services, collects• 
the DNA samples using a non-inva-
sive cotton-tipped swab: and releas-
es test results to the tested parties 
following appropriate chain-of-cus- : 
tody procedures to ensure clients : 
receive the highest level of discre- : 
tion. DNA Services of America is a ~ 
leading referral source throughout ~ 
the medical, legal, social service and • 
private investigative communities ; 
for people seeking the truth when it : 
matters most®. ' 
New Church for the New Vear! 
Beginning January 7th, 2007 
., Sundays, 10:00am_ 
11Ralslng the Bar" - Teaching Series 
Jan. 7th - Raising your Life's Aspirations 
Jan. 14th - Raising your Expectations of God 
Jan. 21st - Raising your Knowledge of Jesus 
Jan. 28th - Raising your Self Image 
Feb. 4th - Raising your Daily Walk 
Feb. 11th - Raising your Conversation 
Feb. 18th .. Raising your Thought Life 
Feb. 25th - Raising your Contentment Level 
W~rship Site - M9untain View Elementary 
2825 Walnut Ontar"o, CA 9176 
(Off 60 fwy at Archibald Ave. South to Walnut 
St., Turn left to site on left.) 
C 'Id e 's Church vail ble1 
For directions/Info:. (909) 786-8737 
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The Riverside BHMC is Constructing an African Village for a Day~ 
. • t I .. ~ 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
The Black History Month 
Committee of Riverside, 
·California is constructing an 
African Village in the middle 
of downtown to facilitate their 
"Back to the Village" Expo 
which will open to the public 
after the February 10th 2007 
annual Black History Month 
Parade. 
This year marks 28 years in 
connecting the community 
and highlighting the African 
American importance to our 
communities. This year's part-
ners are The Black Voice 
Newspaper and Charter 
Communications promoting 
the adage of "It Takes a 
Village" . ..... To celebrate 
History, Arts and Culture! 
The 2007 kick off back to 
The Village Reunion will 
reunite many of the existing 
residents and bring home 
many of our professionals that 
have left the village due to col-
lege and other career opportu-
nities. The dinner dance will 
be held February 9th at 6:00 
pm concluding at midnight 
with dancing. 
"We invite the entire com-
munity to come out and cele-
brate, we know that there are 
many new faces in the area, 
due to the housin__g boom. We 
want to let the community 
know that. they are welcome as 
we celebrate African 
American Culture and 
History," says Dell Roberts 
Committee co-chair parade 
chair Charter 
Communications, Black Voice 
News, City of Ri-verside 
Public Utilities, Rogan 
--.Jluilding Management, Altura 
Credit Union, The Gas 
Company and others will be 
helping build our village in 
downtown Riverside. 
1 
Anyone interested in reserv-
ing a "Village" and or beco 
ing a major spons.or --of t6e 
"BaG._k to -the----:'.Yillage" Exgo 
should contac~ Regina Brown-
Wilson at 951.682.2664. To 
get involved with the commit-
tee please contact 
951.684.0805 and speak with 
Dell Roberts. 
The Gas Company BOOSTS funding for residential 
energy-efficiency 
Turning Wealth ,nto Power -Avoiding the 
· Program Trap 
The Black Voice News 
LOS ANGELES 
Southern California Gas 
. Company (The Gas 
Company) will pay up to $3.7 
million in rebates this year to 
residential customers who 
buy energy-efficient natural 
gas appliances - an increase 
of $1.1 million over last year. 
11 Our increased funding 
helps meet the state of 
California's Energy Action 
Plan, which gives top priority 
to energy-efficiency and 
energy-saving programs for 
meeting the state's increasing 
demand for energy," said 
Mark Gaines , The Gas 
Company's director of cus-
tomer programs. 
The Gas Company current-
ly offers the following 
rebates for qualifying energy-
efficient residential natural 
gas appliances: 
Energy Star® furnaces: up 
to $200 
Clothes washers: $35 
Dishwashers: $30 
Storage water heaters: $30 
Attic/wall insulation: $0.15 
per square foot 
Last year, The Gas 
Company made it easier to 
receive rebates through its 
"Instant Rebate" program, 
which lets residential cus-
tomers receive their rebates 
instantly at the check-out 
counter instead of filling out 
an application and waiting six 
to eight weeks. Instant 
rebates are available again 
this year · for qualifying 
clothes washers, dishwashers 
and water heaters sold at The 
Home Depot, Snyder 
Diamond, L & D Appliance, 
and South Bay Appliance. 
Visit socalgas.com/residen-
tial/savemoney/instant.shtml 
for more information. 
"Energy efficiency has 
become a major . issue in 
California and elsewhere 
because it helps meet a vari-
ety of critical needs ," Gaines 
said. "It does more than save 
money for energy users - it 
helps · meet our future energy 
needs by preserving precious 
resources, stimulates our 
economy and protects the 
environment." 
The Gas Company's ener-
gy-efficiency programs . for 
business and residential cus-
tomers in 2006-08 have a 
goal of saving about 58 mil-
lion therms of natural gas -
enough energy to serve about 
107,000 homes for a year. 
All rebates and incentives 
are subject to change without 
notice and will be offered on 
a first-come, first-served 
basis as long as funding is 
available. These programs · 
are funded by California util-
ity customers and adminis-
tered by The Gas Company 
under the' auspices of the 
California Public Utilities 
Commission. 
The Black Voice News 
In my article, "A Bias for 
Action" I noted that the great-
est wealth transfer in the histo-
ry of the Black community is 
now o~curring. In my article, 
"Turning Wealth Into Power -
Part 1", I highlighted the 
efforts of Dr. Joseph A. Bailey 
II to ensure that his wealth 
benefits the Black community. 
My goal in this article 1s .dis-
•cuss the importance of control-
ling wealth by showing the 
downside of government pro-
grams. 
Last week we celebrated 
Martin Luther King's birthday. 
Dr. King encouraged us to not 
only dream, but to take control 
of our own futures. 
Unfo,;tunately, we have failed 
Dr. King by allowing ourselves 
to become over-reliant on gov-
ernment programs. 
These programs are a trap 
because they: 
1. Don't provide economic 
control . 
Lecture on the Saltoll Sea 
. 2. They· are only good ·as 
temporary solutions. 
3. Long-term empowerment 
only comes through wealth 
management. The Black Voice News 
INDIO 
Thirty-five miles long and 
15 miles wide, the Salton Sea 
lies mostly below sea level in 
a basin that was once the bot-
tom of a p/ehistoric sea. 
Today, the sea and its historic 
wetlands are a significant link 
. in the Pacific J:1yway, offer-
ing habitats for migratory 
birds in a desert where water 
is scarce. San Bernardino 
County Museum Director 
. Robert McKernan will give a 
• special lecture on the Salton 
· ·Sea on Saturday, January 27 
at 2:00 p.m. The talk is 
· offered free with museum 
· admiss,ion. 
The presentation will also 
. provide background for 
· future· visits to the sea, 
whether for bird watching, 
fishing, sight~eei.ng, or water 
recreation. Among these 
opportunities is a Museum 
Ass9ciation trip to the Salton 
Sea led by McKeman and 
Senior Curator of Geological 
Sciences · Kathleen Springer 
on · Saturday, February 3 for 
which reservations are still 
available. Visit the museum,s 
web site. at www.sbcounty-
m use um .or g 
<http://www.sbcountymuse-
um.org/> for more informa-
. lion about this trip , or call the 
Museum Association at 909-
307-2669 ext. 225. 
The San Bernardino County 
Museum is at the California 
Street exit from Interstate 10 
in Redlands . The museum is 
open Tuesdays through 
Sundays and · holiday 
Mondays from 9 a.m. to 5 
1p.m. Admission is $6 ,(adult), 
'$5 (student or senior), and $4 
(child aged 5 to 12). Children 
under five and Museum 
~ssociation members are 
admitted free. Parking is free. 




The San Bernardino County 
Museum is accessible to per-
sons with disabilities. If assis-
tive listening devices or other 
auxiliary aids are needed in 
order to participate in muse-
um exhibits or programs, 
requests should be made 
through Museum · Visitor 
Services at least three busi-
ness days prior to your visit. 
Visitor Services, telephone 
number is 909-307-2669 ext. 
229 or (TDD) 909-792-1462. 
1. Don't Provide Economic 
'Control 
Economic control means 
that · generating and using 
wealth to your advantage. The 
Black community however 
does not.use its wealth to fund · 
new businesses, scholarships 
or community programs. 
Instead , we rely far too much 
on government programs. 
How many times have we 
beard about a government pro-
gram for Black people being 
cancelled? These programs 
are often cancelled even when 
they are producing good 
results! Think about that. 
Government programs that 
work can still be cancelled or 
not funded. Also, programs 
that don't work can be funded 
long after they have been 
shown to be failures. 
The problem with govern-
ment programs is that the 
Black eommunity does not 
control the funding. If you 
don't control the funding, you 
don't really control the pro-
gram. Changes in political 
leadership or lack of revenue 
can cause programs to be can-
celled no matter how well they 
are doing. 
2. Only Good as Temporary 
Solutions 
The civil rights movements 
of the 1950 's and 1960's led to 
unprecedented gains for the 
Black community with respect 
to voting, employment, · hous-
ing and education. We can 
now vote, work in any indus-
try, live anywhere we want and 
attend all public and private 
universities. 
. Government and corporate 
programs certainly played a 
role in these gains. On the 
other hand, most economic 
studies now show that the eco-
noµric gains being made by . 
Black Americans are slowing 
down. The National Urban 
League "State of Black 
America" points out that 
Kevin Martin 
" ... gains are slowing." What 
is their solution? More special 
programs of course. However, 
this is not e.ver going to be a 
long term solution and we can 
look at specific examples to 
see why. 
What special programs 
allowed Blacks to become suc-
cessful in basketball, football, 
and baseball? If you can't 
thank of any programs don't 
feel bad - neither can I. More 
to the pomt, what special pro~ 
grams allowed Asians and peo-
ple of Jewish descent to 
become economically success-
ful? In spite of my having con-
stantly challenge 'tny fellow 
Black American's to provide 
ONE SHRED OF PROOF that 
most Asians have received spe-
cial business loans, etc., I have 
yet to receive any proof at all. 
Note: A few Vietnamese boat 
people received some special 
loans. However, these loans 
did not apply to the many 
Chinese, Koreans, Indians, etc. 
· who· are now doing so well as 
entrepreneurs, business owners 
and university students. In 
other words, show me evi-
. 
dence of a program that funded 
the Korean-owned liquor sto~. 
I am still waiting. 
3. Long-Term Empowerment 
Only Comes Through Wealth 
Management 
.... 
Only by managing our 
wealth can we as Black people 
finally empower ourselves. 
Again, if we look at the exam-
ple of people from Jewish and 
Asian descent, they have m~-
aged their weal.th to empow~ 
themselves. . 
More embarrassing, in t)J~ 
last twenty years, Asians haYF, 
taken advantage of civil rights 
) , 
that we fought so hard for and 
are using the power of wealth 
management to become more 
successful than we are! The 
form their own banks, start 
businesses and create thriving 
business communities. We 
have to take the wealth in out 
community and do the same if 
we are ever going to be comi 
petitive in US society. 
For those in the Black comi 
. · ' muruty who argue that there 1 
little or no Black wealth, in 
next week's article I am goi 
to demonstrate that there are 
Billions of dollars of wealth in 
Black ~om.e ownership alone!: 
Kevin Martin is an entrepre,-
neur who grew up in Riverside 
and who is interested in dis-
cussing specific actions Jo'r 
improving the Black communi-
ty. Comments can be sent to 
by1989@pacificnet.net. Thd 
account receives a great deal 
of spam so be sure to includJ 
this article's title or black-
voicenews in your subject line. 
YOU ARE INVITED! 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RIVERSIDE 
LIBRARIES 
ANO 
THE SCMEB FOUNDATION 
CORDIALLY INVITE YOU TO A CELEBRATION IN HONOR OF THE AWARDING OF 
THE CONGRESSIONAL GOLD MEDAL· 
TO THE TUSKEGEE AIRMEN AND AIRWOMEN 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2007 
2:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
UNNERSITY EXTENSION CENTER 
1200 UNIVERSITY AVENUE 
RIVERSIDE, CA 
COME JOIN US FOR THIS HISTORIC OCCASION 
WITH THE ORIGINAL TUSKEGEE AiRME:N AND AIRWOMEN. 
RECEPTION IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWS. 
RSVP to Carole Meyer-Rieth at (951) 827-1244 by January 25, 2007. ·• 1 
:1 
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OFFICIAL EMBLEM OF THE WESTERN REGION TUSKEGEE AIRMEN ARCHIVE • 
AT THE UNIVERSfl'V OF CALIFORNIA RIVERSIDE LIBRARIES ' 
TH£ TUSKEGEE AIRMAN STATUE BY CW/ENC£ SHIVERS IS LOCAITDAT TH£ U.S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY IN COLORADO: 
l · Web 2.0 is the current buzz word. 
Jlt was coined by Tim O'Reilly of 
O'Reilly Publishing, which is a 
leading publisher of technical. 
books. At 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_2 
- you will find a great detailed expla-
nation, with resources, if you desire 
to delve deeper. 
In general, you will find the fol-
31owing features in the majority of 
.:web 2.0 sites: blog, forum, live chat, 
forum, wiki , advertisements and 
links to social networks. 
Building Better Communities 
Page B-3 Thursday, January 25, 2007 
Helping Small Businesses and Organizations Bridge the Digital Divide 
A blog is an online journal where 
you may allow visitors to post com~ 
ments directly on your website in 
respons~ to your blog articles. 
Live chat allows visitors to com-
municate instantly while a forum 
and wiki allow for interaction at 
your visitors convenience. 
The type of advertisements usual-
ly found on web 2.0 sites are from 
Google, Yahoo, MSN and private 
advertisers. They generally pay you 
each time one of your visitors clicks 
on one of their ads. 
Two of the,, more popular social 
networks are •'http://www.digg.com 
and http://del.icio.us. Web 2.0 ~ites 
DESIGN PRINCIPLES 
will usually have a button that 
allows for visitors to add that site to 
their social network profile. Think 
of this technology as having your 
bookmarks on the web with the 
option to have other visitors view 
them and . post comments about 
them. 
The following design elements are 
usually present in web 2.0 designs: 
light drop shadows, rounded cor-
ners , tabs for navigation, gradients, 
sans-serif fonts, glassy icons, lightly 
colored patterned backgrounds, 
reflected text and minimal anima-
tion. 
Here are $Orne resources that you 
may find useful for your new web 
2.0 de.sign: 
This is a guide on how to create a 
web 2.0 design: 
http://_www. webdes.ignfrom-
scratch .com/web-2 .0-design-sty le-
guide.cftn 
Here is a sampling of some web 
2.0 designs: 
http:/fwww.webdesignfrom-
scratch.com/ current-sty le .cfm 
For almost unlimited information, 
type "web 2.0" into the search bar at 
http:://www.google.com. 
As always, please contact me 
through the information below to 
obtain elaboration .on any items in 
this article that you did not under-
stand. 
In the next article, I will discuss 
how to create interactive communi-
ties online. 
Please send all feedback, topic 
suggestions and/or questions· to 
TechTalk@AboveTheLimit.com. 
Digital archives can be found at 
www.blackvoicenews.com. 
Elmer Thomas Jr. is founder of 
Above the Limit, Inc. , an award win-
ning web and software development 
company dedicated to bridging the 
digital divide. You can find out more 
about Mr. Thomas at 
wwwAboveTheUmit.com. · 
· Fontana Mayor Nuaimi to· speak to the business community during Roundtable Discussion 
[he Black Voice News 
FONTANA -~ 
' ~: City of Fontana Mayor 
,Mark Nuaimi and the City 
·Council members would like 
lto inyite you to this ye~'s 
~Mayor's Town Hall Meeting 
7imd Business Roundtable. 
on Thursday, January 25 , 
2007 at the Sierra Lakes 
Country Club (16600 
Clubhouse Drive just east of 
Sierra Avenue and north of 
Interstate 210). 
Last year's event was so· 
popular and well received that 
again this year there are two 
sessions for the Mayor's 
Roundtable. The breakfast 
session will be held from 
7:30am to 9:00am with the Meeting, Mayor Nuairni will 
lunch session being held from give a special presentation 
11:30am to 1:30pm. Both ses- about the city's economic 
Special presentation about the city's economic devel-
opment strategy and the various projects and pro-
grams that are taking place in Fontana. are the focus. 
presentation, the Mayor will 
open it up for questions from 
the business community 
members present at the event. 
This special event is designed 
to give usef~l information 
about new developments and 
projects planned in the City of 
Fontana. Ken Galasso, 
President of the Fontana Area 
Chamber of Commerce, will 
also make a few remarks. 
This is event is being present-
!.ed in association with the 
· Fontana Area Chamber of ~-
-li~ommerce and will be held Mayor Mark Nualml 
sions will feature the same development Strategy and the 
presentation. various projects and programs 
During the Town Hall that are taking place. After his 
BUSINESS GUIDE 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? · 
> THIS Looking to refinance your home? Would you 
like to purchase your own home? Let us lift 
you into a loan designed just for you. 
Contact Paris @ Higher Ground Lending 





. TO FIND OUT HOW 





law Offices of 
/CHA D F. VI 
Free Initial Consultaijon 
• (951) 686-5193 
3995 Brockton Ave., Riverside 
i Le VIAS & ASSOCIATES 
300 Law Firms 
Working Together 
We will refer you to an 
attorney that special-
izes in whatever your 
legal needs might be. 
: Our goal is to get you the best serv-
?1 ' 
ice possible. 
., A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047 
• HOME L()ANS FOR EVERYONE 
· Over 50 mortgage bankers working with 
Le Vias and Associates. We will refer 
you to a mortgage banker that will get 
:J you a loan. Refinancing or 
Consolidation. Home loans for every-
one. Our job is to get you the best loan , 
·· ' possible. 1-800-500-7047 
FILE BA~KRrPTCY 
Under New Law 
www.soodla1l'Officts.com 
• nzques 
• • zszne 
•Sm 
•Sc2food 
•l'" c Winn 
Kevin Peete 













Chamber of Commerce 
\\'WW' ieaacc com 
Join The Chamber 
Call us at (909) 888-5223 for more information 
A Limo For U 
Call Ms. Million at (909) 954-8162 
Be a Sweetheart! f f 
Valentine Special 
Book Early!... ... 
4 Hours for the Price ,of 3/ 
Free Box of Cartdy 
12 Passenger Tuxedo• 6 Passenger Blac;k , . ~ .. \ ";)) 
~~ 
Kenichi M. Dixon 
Office: (909) 476-9600 
Direct: (909) 693-9946 Ti • I )t 




10707 Town Center Drive 
Rancho CucamODEa, CA 91730 
Email: 2KDixon@gmailcom 
/\ '•""' 
WE BUY DOSES 
111a-a.ll•h--•• 




Avoid The Commission Hassle 
We Pay All Closing Cosbl 
Avoid Lengthy Delays 















Sun, by Appts. Only We Now Accept ATM 
JACORE ENTERPRISE 
"An Information Consulting Company" 
• Background Verification 
• People Locating 
We are in the business of giving you the right infor-
mation to make ·sound decisions. Our Consulting 
Department can locate family, friends, classmates, 
anyone. Our Verification Department will get the 
facts you need to confirm your trust in those which 
you do business. 
PH: 909-875-5330 FAX 909·875-5440 
jacoreenterprise@yahoo.com 
GRANITE COUNTERTOPS 
: Quality Installation of Granite : 
: Countertops at Affordable Prices: 
: RESIDENTIAL• COMMERCIAL : 
I I 
: " You Choose A Color. We Do The Rest" 
-19 Years Experience -
• Gnmlte Countertops • Granite Sealing 
• CUstom Edging • Cwtom Shapes 
• Variety of C olors • Free Estimates 
Black Owned & Operated - License #796218 
(888) 745-3628 
_ •_riversidegranite.com • _ 
receive The Black Voice News oc 
ks in ei~er your n001e oc office. 
~~d) 
Nine --------+-----
Cily ________ ap~_ 
T~epho~ ______ klo111I 
1Yer-MUO 2Yersm.ot 3Yers-U6.00 
Student Rie -m.oo Seni«Citizen-m.oo 
1\e Blatk Voite Sews 
Post af(e Box 1581 
Riv~oo, CA 92'A2 
(951) 682-$370 
Ma~ertitl and \1SAAccepled 
"""""'""""""' Law Ofices of"""""""""""" 
Aaron L. Turner 
(909) 383-8480 
• Aggressive Personal Representation 
• Criminal Law 
• Felonies & Misdemeanor 
357 West 2nd Street, Suite 10 •San Bernardino, CA 92401 
TreehouseDental Group 
Dr. Robert Manuel-Gray 
Dr. Barbara Gray 
Providing comprehensive den-
tistry for the entire family. 
Experience the Difference at 











1725 N. Riverside Avenue • Rialto• California 
(in the Rialto Professional Arts Building) 
909 .874.0400 treehousedental.com 
LEGALS/ CLASSIFIEDS 
: The Black Voice News Page B-4 
JOB CONNECTION / EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
ADOPTIONS 
, PREGNANT? CONSIDERING ADOPTION? Talk with car-
Ing people specializing In matching birthmothers with fami-
lies nationwide. Expenses Paid. Toll free 24/7 Abby's One 
True Gift Adoptions 1·866-910-5610. (Cal-SCAN) 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
A CASH COWII 30 Vending Machines/You Approve Each 
Location. Entire Business • $10,970, Hurry I 1 ·800-836-
3464. (Cal-SCAN) 
ALL CASH CANDY Route. Do you earn $800 a day? 30 
machines and candy tor $9,995. MultiVend LLC, 880 Grand 
Blvd., Deer Park, NY. 1-888-625-2405. (Cal-SCAN) 
BECOME AN INDEPENDENT Home Inspector for Fidelity 
National Field Services, Inc. In the mortgage field services 
Industry. Make your own hours. Work full or part time. 
Perfonm occupancy checks and exterior property condition 
reports on residential properties. Certification and experi-
ence not required. Training provided. Requirements : 
Reliable Transportation; Computer access with Internet & 
Email; Digital Camera; Phone/Fax; General Llablllty/E&O 
' Insurance; Excellent organization, time management and 
' personal communication skills. For more Information: 
www.fndfs.com Phone: 1·800-767-8674, ext.5020. (Cal· 
SCAN) 
HAVE A POSITION YOU WANT 
FILLED? 





Baptist Church looking 
for a dependable min-
ister of music for 
morning services and 
other requirements. 
Please contact Pastor 
R. Hooper (951) 688-
7053. Salary Neg. 





For the 2007-2008 school 
year 
Only a limlted number of 
Complete Applications will 
be considered 






4 bedroom, 2 bath, 
new paint, carpets 
and bllnds, spa+ 
pool Sun City area 
off 215 & Newport 
Road sec Bok 619-
261·3510 
$1,600 NEG 




Thursday, January 25, 2007' 
~ong-Term 
Careers On Tap! 
Eastern Mun icipal Water District , 
fulfi l ling the se rv i ce needs of our 
residents i n weste rn Riverside County, 
can meet yo ur caree r goals for 
long-term stabilily and success! 
Eastern Municipal Water District is seeking 
applicants to establish eligibility lists for 
future entrx· level clerical and fie ld positions 
such as : ccounting Assistant, Customer 
Service Rep, Maintenance Trades Assistant, 
Meler Reader, Office Assistant, Storekeeper, 
Telephone Operator, Utility Worker, and Water 
Reclamation Operator-In-Training. The most 
competit ive candidates will be invited to formal 
testing and placement on an eligibility list, 
which will be maintained for one year. This 
is an annual event, held during the last part of 
January each year. This year, applications wilt 
only be accepted Jan. 22 -Feb. 2, 2007. Only 
complete application packets will be accepted 
and are available at 2270 Trumble Road, Perris, 
or can be mai led to you by contacting usat (951) 






in The Black 









We Are Actively Seeking , Si!'iCti 19S0 
951 .682.6070 
x.1 Bottles, Cans, Snacks, Energy & Health Products Tool 
Financing Options Available w/$6,000 Down. Must Sell! 1· 
· 877·843·8726. (Cal-SCAN) 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
ADVERTISE in 240 California newspapers. Reach over 6 
· million Californians. Classified One Order, one price 
$550/25-words. Call (916) 288-6010; (916) 288-6019 
www.Cal-SCAN.com (Cal-SCAN) 
ADVERTISING EXCELLENCE IN NEWSPAPERS. Only 
$1800 for a 2X2 Display plus Online. 140 print newspapers 
reaching 3. I million Californians, and 30+ Online newspa-
per websites. Call (916) 288-6010; (916) 288-6019 
• www.Cal-SCAN.com (Cal-SCAN) 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
SAWMILLS FROM ONLY $2,990.00-Convert your Logs to 
Valuable Lumber with your own Norwood portable band . 
sawmill. Log skldders also avallabi.. 
www.Norwoodlndustrles.com -Free Information: 1-800-578· 
1363 x300-N. (Ca~SCAN) 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
I BUY MORTGAGE NOTES, Trust Deeds, AITD'S, Land 
Contracts. Get all cash today. Top Dollar, no red tape. Call 
' Mel. Days: 800-843-1111 Evenings: 323-936-2000. (Cal-
" SCAN) 
HEALTH/FITNESS/BEAUTY 
. FREE HORMONE TESTI" Women/men testing • Vital for 
, Quality of Life. Natural Hormones/Thyroid. Testosterone • 
HGH. 1-800-210-9434. Life Wellness Pharmacy. 
· www.LifeWellness.com "with paid pharmacist consult. (Cal· 
SCAN) 
HELP WANTED 
EXCITING OPPORTUNITY to work with International com-
pany In your hometown. Compensated volunteers needed 
' to work with international youth. Travel Incentives. 1 ·800· 
344-3566 or go to www.lcesusa.org (Cal-SCAN) 
HELP WANTED/DRIVERS 
, ATTENTION CDL TRUCK Drivers • The Holidays are Over, 
Time to Get Back Behind the Wheel. Call McKelvey Now I 1 -
800-410-6255. (Cal-SCAN) 
DRIVER-ASAP. 36-43cpm/$1 .20pm + Sign On Bonus. $0 
Lease New Trucks. CDL-A +3 months OTA. 1-800-635· 
, 8669. (Cal-SCAN) 
DRIVER: Deni Just Start Your Career, Start It Right! 
Company Sponsored CDL training In 3 weeks. Must be 21 . 
Have CDL? Tuition Relmbursementl wgreen@crst.com 1 • 
800-781 -2778. (Cal-SCAN) 
DRIVER · EXPERIENCED & Trainees Needed. Earn up to 
$40k+ next year. No experience required. $'6 tlown. CDL 
Training Available. Central Refrigerated 1-800-727-5865 
x4779. (Cal-SCAN) 
DRIVER· $5K SIGN-ON Bonus for Experleneed Teams, 
Temp Control, Dedicated (guaranteed miles), Regional 
(home weekly). Soios, Teams, CDL-A Grads, IJP, 0/0s. 
Covenant 1-866-684-2519 EOE. (Cal-SCAN) 
DRIVER: TAKE CARE of our Family. Join ours. Consistent 
miles, regional anlJ dedicated runs. Company paid 
Commercial Drivers License training. 
www.SwiftTrucklngJobs.com 1-866-476-6828. EOE. (Cal· 
, SCAN) 
DRIVERS· VOYAGER EXPRESS is Built on Honesty/ 
' Integrity and Dedicated To Support our Drivers! Hiring 
Owner Operators/ Company drivers. CDL·A 2 years OTA 
Exp. 1 ·303-539-3971 . (Cal-SCAN) 
NATIONAL CARRIERS needs Company Drivers for its 
Regional Operations In Southeast California. Excellent 
Benefits, Generous HomeTime & Outstanding Pay 
Package. CDL-A Required. 1-888-707-7729 
www.NationalCarrlers.com (Cal-SCAN) 
OUR TOP DRIVER made $61,424 in 2006 running our 
Western region! Home weekly! 2006 trucksl No east coastl 
95% no touch freight! 401 Kl Great Miles I We're raising pay 
, in the Western Region! Heartland Express 1-800-441-4953. 
www.HeartlandExpress.com (Cal-SCAN) 
LAND FOR SALE 
1 ST TIME OFFERED • 40 acres - $3g,900; 80 acres • 
$69,900. Near Moses Lake, WA. 300 days of sunshine. Mix 
of rolling hills and rock outcroppings. Excellent views, prl· 
vale ~ravel roads, ground water and easy accessl 
Financmg available. Call WALA 1·866-585-5687. (Cal-
SCAN) 
LAND FOR SALE/OUT OF STATE 
WESTERN •NEW MEXICO. 49 acres $89,990. Scenic 
region, tall trees, views, wildlife, borders BLM. Horseback 
. riding, hiking, hunting. Perfect for ranch, getaway, or retire-
ment. Electricity. 100% financing. Call 1-866-365-4122. 
(Cal-SCAN) 
. WYOMING RANCH DISPERSAL 35 acres • $59,900; 75 
acres • $108,900. Snow-capped mountain views. 
• Surrounded by govi land. Abundant wildlife. Recreational 
. paradise. Low taxes. EZ Terms. Call Utah Ranches, LLC. 1-
888-703-5263. (Cal-SCAN) 
· LAND/ACREAGE 
LAST CHANCE TO OWNI Abandoned Fanming / Mining 
' Settlement less than 2hrs Albuquerque. 20 acres • $24,900. 
, Old Farming & Mining Community. Incredible setting, lnclud-
• Ing frequently running river, spring, views and diverse 
topography. Excellent financing. Few lots remalnl Call 
NML&R, Inc. 1 ·888-370-5263 or visit 
• www.SantaRitaRanches.net (Cal-SCAN) 
NEW MEXICO • FIRST Time Offer. Adjacent to Lake 
Sumner. 10 acres • $15,900. Rare riverfront property In NM. 
Incredible setting, including frequently running Peoos River, 
views and diverse topography. 5 minutes to Recreational 
Lake. Limited number of small ranches. Excellent llnanclng. 
Call NML&R, Inc. 1 ·888-204-9760. (Cal-SCAN) 
MANUFACTURED/MOBILE HOMES 
BUY WHOLESALE DIRECTI Wholesale brokers of Quality 
Manufactured Homes. Save up to $40,000 Guaranteed. 
Learn the secrets dealers doni want you to know. 1-800· 
242-0060. (Cai-SCAN) 
MEDICAL SUPPLIES/EQUIPMENT 
POWER WHEELCHAIRS and SCOOTERS at little or no 
· cost to seniors/disabled with Medicare, MediCal or 
Insurance. Free Delivery, Training and Warranty. ProHealth 
Mobility. 1·877-740-4900. www.ProHealthMobillty.com 
(Cal-SCAN) . 
REAL ESTATE LOANS 
FREE MORTGAGE ADVICE. The TV Troubleshooter Judd 
Mcllvaln's Choice I "We'll beat any bona fide quote.• Call 1· 
877-595-FUND(3863) Ask for Oliver x334 
www.lWiliFundYou.com Downtown Los Angeles, CA. (Cal-
~CAN) 
REAL ESTATE/OUT OF STATE 
ARIZONA'S • BEST BARGAIN • 36AC • $59,900. Perfect for 
, private retreat. Endless views, beautiful setting. w/fresh 
mountain air. Abundant wildlife. Secluded with good 
access. Financing available. Call AZLR 1-877-301-5263. 
(Cal-SCAN) 
TEXAS REAL ESTATE. Residential & commercial invest• 
· ment opportunities statewide. Special financing and 1031 
exchange available. Experleneed real estate broker and 
lender. 1-817-276-5159 or mnlx@remax.net. (Cal-SCAN) 
REAL ESTATE WANTED 
ELIANA WANTS TO BUY Income Property. Private 
Investor, will look at all properties in any condition. 1-866-
204-7546 ext. 100 (24hrs). (Cal-SCAN) 
. SCHOOLS/INSTRUCTION 
• HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR TRAINING. Bulldozer, 
Backhoe, Scraper, Cranes & More. National Certification. 3, 
6, 9 or 12 week programs. Financial Assistance Available. 
Job Placement Assistance. 1-877-254-2936 or 
www.Nahets.com (Cal-SCAN) 
SHERIFF SERVICE OFFICER 1/11 
Riverside County Sheriff's Department 
Salary: (approximate monthly) ' 
Sheriff Service Officer I: $1,807 to $2,350 
Sheriff Service Officer II: $2,007 to $2,613 
Under general supervision, performs a variety of support 
services, maintenance tasks, supply. and record keeping 
activities for the Riverside County Sheriff 's Department; 
performs other work as required. 
Call info 951 .486.3240 
SHERIFF 911 COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER I 
Riverside County Sheriff's Department 
Salary 
$15.56-$24.53 
The Sheriff's Department IS seeking qualified candidates to 
answer emergency 911 calls from the public requesting assis-
tance. This Is an opportunity for you to help in a meaningful way 
to make a real difference in situations where there is an urgent 
need for law enforcement assistance. 
Riverside: Riverside County Human Resources Assessment 
Center, 4080 Lemon Street, Basement Room 13, Riverside. CA 
92502 Telephone: (951) 955-5844 or 1.800.JOINRSD. Call to 
gel started 
Don't PRY- Another Cent ln Rent to your Landlord 
Before You Read This FREE Special Report! 
I1tland Empire- If you're like mos! rcnler.i, you feel trapped with-
in the waJls of a house or apartment that doesn't feel like youn. 
How could it when you're not even permitted to bang in a nail or 
two without a hassle. You feel like you' re stuck in the renter's rut 
with no way of rising up out of it and owning your own home. 
Well don't feel trapped any more! A FREE Special Report Entitled 
"How to Stop Paying Rent and Own Your Own Home" has 
already helped dozens of local renters get out from under their 
IWldlord's fmger, and move into a wonderful home they can 1ruly 
call their own. · 
To order your FREE copy of this r~porl, -,isiJ 
www. Rfrenidecoronasloprenting.com 
This report is cowtcsy of Kevin Peete, Tarbell Realtors Not intend-
ed to solicit properties cu.m:otJy listed for sale. 
OFFICI! ASSISTANT IVOFFICE ASSISTANT Ill 
Riverside County Sheriff's Department 
Salary Range 
Office Aa1latant II: S9.19 to S12.88 Hourly 
OfflC4I AHletant Ill: $10.99 to S1~.29 Hourly 
The Office Assistant aeries is used in County departments to provide 
clencal services. Depending on !he depamnent. Incumbents cyplcally 
type, file, sort and process ma1er1a1s: mailtain records; process recofdS; 
c:omp0se and edit reparts and correspondence; gather information; pro-
\Jide Information to the pubic concerning pubic departmental or County 
operations; recetve and record payments: 'opel'hte a VMety o1ltqlll't,rhent 
including but not tinited lo WO-cl proce&SOrlf m\ero-oompuler8, minitoor:n-
puters, compuler terminals, dupllcatlng machines, calculators; and pre-
pare and complete a variety of forms and documents. 
C.11 951.416.3240 
Four-D College 




Riverside County Sheriff's 
Department 
Salary: (approximate) 
$10.53 - $13.70 hourly 
$1,825 • $2,376 monthly 
Sheriff Corrections 
Assistant Trainees wort< In 
a training capacity per· 
~~~:~a ci~rl~J0d~iU:s 5ffii 
under immediate supervi-
sion learn more complex 
and difficult clerical tasks. 
Sheriff Corrections 
Assistant Trainees are 
expected to promote to the 
Sheriff Corrections 
Assistant I ($11 .39 • 
$14.48 hou~y) after satis-
factory performance and 
meeting the minimum 
qualifications (typically 6 
months). 
Call Info 951.486.3240 
TRINITY BAPTIST 
CHURCH In Moreno Valley 
Is seeking an experienced 
musician. For an appllc• 
tlon and requirements for 
the position, please call 
(951) 601-0253 
SHERIFF'S COURT 
SERVICES ASSISTANT I 
$9.66 · $12.24/hour 
U you are seeklg a , posilion 
~er;rr~ICS~l~:t~tt~r 8ex:~ 
enforcement agency and the 
opportunity for future 
growth ... the County of Riverside 
rs k>ok:lng for youl We are cur-
ren~sting for Sheriff's C®rt 
~ s~~W~t 1 ~~~~~~~~ 
througoul the County. 
Call 951.486.3240 
COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICER I 
Riverside County Sheriff's Department 
Salary (approximate monthly) 
$2,312 to $3,013 








Correctional Sr. Food 
Service Worker $1884-
2453/mo. 






Community Service Officer I Is assigned a wide variety of law enforcement support duties 
that typically have substantial face-to-face public contact and require knowledge of multiple 
ordinances, regulations and codes. Community Service officers may be expected to work 
holidays, weekends and rotating shifts. 









DAY & EVEN ING CLASSES 
DENTAL ASSISTANT 
PROGRAM. 
■ ' . . 
The Riverside County Sheriff's Department is 
currently seeking applicants for numerous positions. 
PICTURED ARE UNOERSHERIFF NEIL LINGLE WITH NEW HIRE, DEPUTY YOUNG AND HIS FAMILY, 
Proud of our past. Ready for our future. 
www.emwd.org 
FIELD REPRE ENTATIVE 
$59,883-$76,502/yr 
Plus excellent benefits 
The Fifth Supervisorial District of the County of San Bernardino is, 
seeking a qualified individual to represent the Supervisor in the com-
munities located in the District. This is an unclassified contract post-
lion that reports directly to the Chief of Staff for the Fifth District. ' 
The ideal candidate will be bilingual and possess exp working with 
community-based orgs and the media. This exp should il'lclude hav, 
Ing served as a rep/liaison for a govt'!, private or bus org involved in 
community relations and/or activities. APPLY BY: 5:00 p,m., Friday, 
· February 2, 2007 
SPECIAL PROJECTS COORDINATOR 
$31 ,761-$40,560/yr 
Depending on qualifications, plus benefits 
The Fifth District Supervisor for the County of San Bernardino is : 
recruiting for a Special Projects Coordinator to plan, direct and coor, 
dinate logistical and marketing activities related to the Fifth District f(l 
the County of San Bernardino. This is a contract position. The ideal 
candidate will be bilingual, have 2 yrs of recent customer/constituent 
svcs exp including working in a fast-paced prof environment and , 
have exp as a secretary setting calendars, e-mailing, answering ' 
phones and taking notes. APPLY BY: 5:00 p.m .• Friday, February 2; 
2007 
San Bernardino County HR 




(909) 387 ·5577 
asalerno@hr.sbcounty.gov 
Locomotive E ectrooic 
Technician-Diesel 
rl• Electrician 
West Colton, CA 
Repoir, mointoin elecfricol/electronic components on diesel electric 
locomotives. Four yeors indu,triol electrical experience required. 




West Colton, CA 
Inspect, repoi-r and maintain engine and mechanical components of 
diesel electric locomotives. Four yeors d iesel mechanic experience 
required. Reloied experience _(oircroft, power p lant, marine, e1<;.) w ill 
be given full consideration. 
UNION PACIFIC, North America's largest roilrood is a high 1ech, 
Fortune 200 compony in on exponsion mode offering a competitive 
compensation and benefits package. 
Apply online ot 
www uni<mpgcific,iobs 
(Select "View Posi1ions/ Apply Now') 
LEGALS 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 










RFA HS 06-02 
The Cou nty of San 
Bernardino Human 
Services (HS) invites 
applicatfons to provide 
S!jnior Supportive 
Services. The pro-
posed services mus t 
be consistent w ith the 
requir e m ents 
described in RFA HS 
06-02. 
A copy of the RFA may 
be downloaded from 





Although the Internet is 
the preferred media for 
distributing the RFA, 
copies can also be 
obtained at the HS 
Contract Unit located at 
150 S. Lena Road, San 
Bernardino, CA 92415. 
Applicants are encour-
aged to attend the 
application conference 
being held in San 
Bernardino at the 
Department of Aging 
and Adult Services, 
686 E . Mi II Street at 
9 :00 a.m. on February 
7 , 2007. Technical 
assistance Yfill be pro -
vided. 
For information, p lease 
contact Regina Dalton 





An Equal Opportunity Employer 
13122 Zenobia Court 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Celestine Marie Elder 
Customer Service 
13122 Zenobia Ct. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553• 
Legala continued on B-$ 
Join one of America's 
largest utilities. 
For more than 100 years, Southern 
California Edison has provided high-
quality reliable electric service to mol13 
than 4.2 million business & residenti~I 
customers over a 50,000 square mile 
service area in Coastal, Central & So, 
California. Openings are availabl:.:i 
throughout our service area for: 
ELECTRIC 
SERVICE PLANNERS I 
Our Service Planners develop, schedule 
and design electrical plans for projects; 
identify needed resources; and provide 
customer service. You will participate in 
a 12-month development program that 
includes classroom and on-the-job trai~-
ing and assessments. 
Candidates must have strong interper• 
sonal, communication and. multi-taskin_!J 
skills, PC proficiency, and the ability to 
learn/apply electric theory and make 
critical decisions with minimal supervi-
sion. 
To learn more and/or to apply, visit u~ 
at: 
www.edisonjobs.com 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
El roisoRN· 
An EDISON INff.RNATIONAJ.• Campan7 
I 
b°he Black Voice News 
Continued from B-4 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
~under lhe fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
, I declare that all the infer-
, mation in this statement is 
· true and correct (A regis-
: trant who declares as true, 
• information which he or she 
: knows lo be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
· s/.Celestine Elder 
: The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in lhis state of a fie-
: titious business name in vio-
. lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law {sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
12/26106. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
, expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Cler11. A new 
• fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
, before that time. The filing 
· of this statement does not 
'. itself authorize the use in 
, this stale of a Fictitious 
· Business Name in violation 
, of the rights of another 
' under federal, slate or com-
; mon law (See Section 
14411 , Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
, LARRY W. WARD, County 
Cler11 
FILE NO.R-2006-17625 
p.1/4, 1/11, 1118, 1/25 
The following person(s) is 
Jare) doing business as: 
NELLY'S PROFESSIONAL 
'. HOUSE CLEANING 
• 39280 Cala del Valle 
, Murrieta, CA 92562 
• Nelida Roxanne Cisneros 
; 39280 Cala del Valle 
, Murrieta, CA 92562 
,; 
,•lf"his business is conducted 
' .by Individual. 
, Registrant commenced to 
; transact business under the 
' nctitious business name{s) 
'. listed above on 9/05. 
' I declare that all the infor-. 
'.' mation in this statement is 
, true and correct. (A regis-
, trant who declares as true, 
'. information which he or she 
, knows to be false is guilty of 
' a crime.) 
; s/.Nelida R. Cisneros 
The filing of this statement 
' does not of itself authorize 
lhe use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under. federal, stale, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
12/26/06. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Cler11. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, slate or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2006-17618 
p.114, 1111, 1118, 1/25 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 




· CRESTPOINT CAPITAL 
' GROUP 
: JW ESCROW SERVICES 
· 24594 Sunnymead Blvd . 
, UnitX 
, Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
' 14728 Rick Ln. 
1 Corona, CA 92880 
·-, 
' Anthony lghodaenimo 
''. 0gugu 
" 14728 Rick Ln. 
·. Corona, CA 92880 
: , This business is conducted . 
, by Individual. 
• Registrant has not yet 
' begun to transact business 
: under the fictitious name(s) 
· listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
. mation in this statement is 
· true and correct. (A regis-
: trant who declares as true, 
, • Information which he or she 
· !!nows to be false is guilty of 
:· a crime.) 
• •~.Anthony Ogugu 
·: lhe filing or this statement 
•J_Qoes not of itself authorize 
· the use in this state of a fie-
:· titious business name in vio-
, lation of the rights of anoth-
. er under federal, state, or 
• qom(llon law (sec. 1440 et. 
~eq. b &p code) 
' Statement filed with the 
• County of Riverside on 
--~2/26/06. 
'. I hereby certify that this 
ropy is a correct copy of the 
_ : original statement on file in 
my office. 
f'jOTICE: This fictitious 
: ~usiness name statement 
, expires five years from the 
' date it was filed in the Office 
. of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
: before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
, itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, slate or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY w. WARD, County 
Cler11 
FILE NO.R-2006-17593 
p.1/4, J/11, 1/18, 1/25 
The following person{s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
SUNTECH FINANCIAL 
GROUP 
6358 Archer St. 
Riverside, CA 9250~ 
1538 E. Baseline St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
Jorge Ramirez Rojas 
1538 E. Baseline St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.jorge r. rojas 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itse~ authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law {sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
12/27/06. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itse~ authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, slate or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2006-17666 
p.1/4, 1/11, 1/18, 1/25 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
PRINCESS SHUTTLE 
24866 Mattus Way 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
Okoh International Corp. 
24866 Mattus Way 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted 
by Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name{s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 




The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
12/26/06. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of lhe County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY w. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2006-17643 
p.114, 1111, 1/18, 1125 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
ESTABLISHED CLEAN-
ING SERYICES 
29291 Ariel St. 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
Lulu Madaka Massawe 
29291 Ariel St. 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fic@ous name{s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Lulu Massawe 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
12/07/06. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTLCE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal , state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY w. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2006-16935 
p.1/4, 1/11, 1/18, 1/25 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
TRIPLE T SERVICES 
25976 Calle Enssenada 
Avenue 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
P.O. Box 9512 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-
9512 
Timeka LaNeet Alverson ' 
24976 Calle Ensenada 
Avenue 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
Andre Lamon Alverson 
25976 Calle Ensenada 
Avenue 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
This business is conducted 
by Individual - Husband & 
Wife. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name(s) 
listed above on 12/13/2006. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in•this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Timeka Alverson 
The filing of this statement 
does not of ~self authorize 
the use in this state' of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
12/15/06. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in lhe Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize lhe use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
' Business Name in violelion 
of the rights of allother 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2006-17332 
p.1/4, 1/11, 1/18, 1125 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
FENNYS ENTERPRISE 
22500 Town Circle 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
1516 S. Palm Ave. #D 
San Gabriel, CA 91776 
Shufun Wang (NMN) 
1516 Palm Ave. #D 
San Gabriel, CA 91776 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all lhe infor-
mation ilf this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Shufan Wang 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law ( sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
12/29/06. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this stale of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY w. WARD, County" 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2006-17802 
p.1/4, 1/11, 1/18, 1/25 
AMENDED 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
FAR SUPERIOR CARPET, 
PAINTING & CLEANING 
SERVICES 
35106 Trevino Trail 
Beaumont. CA 92223 
Ivan Cabrera (NMN) 
926 E. Grant St. 
Santa Ana, CA 92701 
Juan Alvarez (NMN) 
11471 Reva Dr. 
Garden Grove, CA 92840 
· Homero Cabrera (NMN) 
926 E. Grant St. 
Santa Ana, CA 92701 
This business is conducted 
by a General Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.lvan Cabrera 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, slate, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
11/02/06. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
dale it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before lhat time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Cler11 
FILE NO.R-2006-15449 
p.11118, 11123, 11130, 1217, 
114, 1111, 1/18, 1/25 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
SOUL RESTAURANT 
13373 Perris Blvd., Suite F-
504 & F-504 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Alpha Food Group, Inc. 
12152 Odessa Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
NEVADA 
This business is conducted 
by Co!poration. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant whO dectares as true, 
information' which he or she 




The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the uee in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law {sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
12/28/06. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411 , Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2006-17770 
p.1/11, 1/18, 1/25, 211 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
ACCOUNT 2 ESSENTIALS 
5015 Canyon Crest Drive, 
Su~e 108 
Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 52143 
Riverside, CA92517 
Charletta Renee Gipson 
23770 Blue Bill Crt. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
LeNard Anthony Wiltz 
1925 13th Ave. #211 
Oakland, CA 94606 
LeJerion Davroy Carr 
23770 Blue Bill Crt. 
· Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Chardythe Mikale Hunter 
23770 Blue Bill Crt. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business is conducted 
by Co-Partners. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name{s) 
listed above on 1/5/07. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant w~o declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
aciime.) 
s/.Charletta R. Gipson 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
1/05/07. 
t hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
Page B-5 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Cler11. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Cler11 
FILE NO.R-2007-00256 
p.1/11, 1/18, 1/25, 211 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
LINK LOGISTICS 
8526 Cabin Pl. 
Riverside, CA 9250.8 
Laura Ann Vinci 
8526 Cabin Pl. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business- name(s) 
listed above on 1/1/07. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
st.Laura Vinci 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation or the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law ( sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
1/05107. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize lhe use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, slate or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FIL~ NO.R-2007-00243 
p.1/11, 1118, 1/25, 211 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
EMPIRE INSPECTION 
16073 Ebony Ave. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
j. 
Brandon Laron Williams 
16073 Ebony Ave. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name{ s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Brandon L. Williams 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
1/03/07. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Cler11. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). • • 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Cler11 
FILE NO.R-2007-00084 
p, 1/ 11, 1/18, 1/25, 211 I 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
MBA ACCOUNTING 
SERVICES 
4225 Madrona Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Marco Antonio Bardales 
4225 Madrona Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Marco Antonio Bardales 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
1 lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
12/28/06. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name siatement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Cler11. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
-and Professions Code). 
LARRY w. WARD, County 
Cler11 
FILE NO.R-2006-17774 
p.1/11, 1118, 1/25, 211 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
BEST DEAL AUTO SALES 
11321 Pondhurst Way 
Riv811iicfe, CA 92505 
John Hwan Kim 
11321 Pondhurst Way 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation In this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.John Kim 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights or anoth-
er· under federal, slate, or 
common law ( sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Rivers ide on 
1/03107. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00091 
.p.1/11, 1/18, 1/25, 211 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
AFFORDABLE SOLAR 
27 448 Echo Canyon 
Corona, CA 92883 
Douglas Glenn Damewood 
27 448 Echo Canyon 
Corona, CA 92883 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name(s) 
listed above on 12-1-06. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declar~s as true, 
information which he or she 
knQWs to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Douglas Damewood 
The filing or this statement 
does not of itself aufhorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 el. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
12/15/06. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Cler11. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Cler11 
FILE NO.R-2006-17310 
p.1/ 11, 1/18, 1/25, 211 
The following person{s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
SUSHIHOP 
24379 Via Del Sol St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Maria Del Rosario Cruz 
50-660 Eisenhower Dr. 
#3012 
La Quinta, CA 92253 
Jennifer 'E' Bentolan 
24379 Via del Sol SI. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Dhani Olive 
1864 Bradley Ct. Apt. F 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
This business is conducted 
by a General Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
.1 
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
ty,ows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Maria R. Cruz 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under fll(leral, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
12/28106. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement' 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
s(atement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARO, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.I-2006-04310 
p.1/11, 1/18, 1/25, 211 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
THE TRINITY HOLDINGS 
GROUP 
28630 Sunridge Ct. 
Menifee, CA 92584 
Elaine Marie Harris 
28630 Sunridge Ct. 
Menifee, CA 92584 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Elaine M. Harris 
The filing or this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
1/03/07. 
I ,hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
origlnal statement on file in 
my oifii:e. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business naJT]e statement 
expires ,five years from the 
date ii was filed in the Office 
of the County Cler11. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law {See Section 
14411, Et Seq. , Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00059 
p.1111, 1/18, 1/25, 211 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
PABLO'S LANDSCAPING 
4366 Angelo St. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Hipouto Pablo Nicolas 
4366 Angelo St. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name(s) 
listed above on 1-15-2001. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Hipouto Pablo Nicolas 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 el. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
1/02/07. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Cler11. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of lhis statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal , state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY w. WARD, County 
Cler11 
FILE NO.R-2007-00036 
p.1111, 1118, 1/25, 211 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
MIDDLE EASTERN BAK-
ERY 
10190 Indiana Ave. #10120 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Robert ' F" Sayegh 
1672 N. Western Ave. #412 
Los Angeles, CA 90027 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Robert Sayegh 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the us~ in this slate of a fic-
titious ouslness name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p codeJ 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
1/05/07. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on fife in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00249 
p.1/11, 1/18, 1125, 211 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE 
19107 Diplomat Ave. 
Corona, CA 92881 
Regina Rooney 
19107 Diplomat Avenue 
Coona, CA 92881 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name(s) 
listed above on September 
1998. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis- . 
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Regina Rooney 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 el. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
12/21/06. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
• date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use' in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
or the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2006-17536 
p.1111, 1/18, 1/25, 211 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
UNITED CHRISTIAN 
BOOKSTORE 
24226 Sunnymead Blvd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Isaias Ibanez (NMN) 
1253 t Shadowbro6k SI. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92?53 
Elizabeth Ibanez (NMN) 
12531 Shadowbrook St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business is conducted 
_by Individual -• Husband & 
Wife. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under lhe fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation',in this statement_ is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
st. Isaias Ibanez 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
1/04/07 . 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date ii was filed in the Office 
of the County Cler11. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must . be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
I 
Thursday, January 25, 2007 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00166 
p.1111, 1/18, 1125, 211 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
RJM RECORDS 
495 Ruth Cir. 
Corona Hills, CA 92879 
Julious Durrand Wright 
3045 S. Archibald Ave., Ste. 
#203 
Ontario, CA 91761 
Lisa Elaine Wright 
495 Ruth Cir. 
Corona Hills, ~A 92879 
This business is conducted 
by Individual - Husband & 
Wife. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement Is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Lisa Wright, Owner 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation or the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
1/03/07. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411 , Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00087 
p.1111, 1118, 1/25, 211 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
PET WASH CENTER 
5341 Arlington Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Regina Christine Gonzalez 
10921 Fenton Rd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name(s) 
listed above on 112107. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Regina Gonzalez 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this stale of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
1/03/07. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date rt was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itse~ authorize the use in 
this stale of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00116 
p.1/18, 1125, 211, 218 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
AWL CARPENTRY 
26111 Ynez Road 
Temecula, CA 92591 
Alan William Labotski Jr. 
723 Valley Crest Drive 
Oceanside, California 
92054 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name(s) 
listed above on April 1, 
2005. 
I declare that all the infor-
malion in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Alan William Latski, Jr. 
. The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filea with the 
County of Riverside on 
12/28106. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
I . 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A'new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing, 
of this statement· does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2006-17775 
p.1/18, 1/25, 211, 218 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
JUSTNCASE 
10621 Mendoza Rd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Delmarshae Hawthorne 
(NMN) 
10621 Mendoza Rd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this ~tatement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Delmarshae Hawthorne 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code)" 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
1/02/07. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
~RY W. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00034 
p.1/18, 1/25, 211, 218 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
ALESSANDRO LIQUER & 
WINE , . 
1051 Alessandro Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Raad Shabo Jebo 
2874 Taurus Circle 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
sf.Raad Shabo Jebo 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
lation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
12/28106. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file in 
my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name statement 
expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office 
of the County Cler11. A new 
Fictitious Business Name 
Statement must be filed 
before that time. The filing 
of this statement does not 
itse~ authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation 
of the rights of another 
under federal, state or com-
mon law (See Section 
14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County 
Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2006-17796 
p.1/18, 1/25, 211, 218 
The following person(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
FOUSE MOBILE TAX 
SERVICE 
146 Carlota Way 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Steven Edward Fouse 
146 Carlota Way 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business is conducted 
by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact business 
under the fictitious name(s) 
listed above. 
I declare that all the infor-
mation in this statement is 
true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, 
information which he or she 
knows to be false is guilty of 
a crime.) 
s/.Steven E. Fouse 
The fding of this statement 
does not of itse~ authorize 
the use in this state of a fic-
titious business name in vio-
Contlnued on Page B-6 
... 
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Nordstrom Celebrates Black History Month With Kamoinge Photo Exhibit 
Highlighting style, 
.. spirit and pride of 
African American 
Musicians 
The Black Voice News 
SEATTLE 
I 
In celebration of Black 
History Month, Nordstrom 
, will showcase a photography 
: exhibit by Kamoinge, a tal-
: ented group of African 
: American photographers. ' . : These images illustrate life 
: and culture as expressed 
: through music over the past 
: 40 years. The exhibit will be 
: displayed in select Nordstrom 
: stor~s and at www.nord-
·! strom.com. throughout the 
: month of February. 
Appearing for the second 
' year at the Nordstrom exhibit, 
: Kamoinge is a group of New 
'. York City-based photogra-
: phers whose work has been 
; featured in books, museums, 
.; newspapers and ·magazines 
: throughout the United States. 
: Kamoinge (a Swahili word 
: meaning "a group of people 
I . 
, acting together") was estab-
. lished in 1963 in Harlem to 
I alleviate the sense of photo-
i graphic isolation generally 
, felt by Black photographers. 
l Today their mission has 
1 evolved to produce visual. 
~ images of time that reflect 
1
1 
human relationships, political 
I and social interactions and the , spiritual world of imagery. 
! Nordstrom has recognized 
ful mix of old and new photo-
graphs that reflect African 




The exhibit will be on display 
at select Nordstrom 
stores: 
Joey Morant 
South Bay (Redondo), Calif.; 
Park Meadows (Littleton), 
Colo.; King of Prussia, Pa.; 
Michigan 
Avenue 
(Arlington), Va.; Lloyd 
Center (Portland), Ore.; 
Downtown (Seattle) and 
Soutbcenter (Tukwila), Wash. 
'l 
tiques, one free-standiyg sho,y 
.store, and two clearance 
stores. Nordstrom also opef-
ates 35 Fayonnable boutiques 
~ 
-in Europe. Additionall~, . j Black History Month over the 
l past five years with in-store 
l exhibits. · 
I "We are honored to c~le-
! brate Black History Month 
I with the Kamoinge photogra-
j phy exhibit," said Amelia 
, Ransom Letcher, vice presi-
The exhibit will feature 11 








Ce n ter 
About Nordstrom 
Nordstrom, Inc. is one of the 
nation's leading fashion spe-
cialty retailers, with 157 US 
stores located in 27 states. 
Founded in 1901 as a shoe 
store in Seattle, today 
Nordstrom operates 99 Full-
Line Stores, 50 Nordstrom 
Nordstrom serves customers 
through its online presence at 
www.nordstrom.com an~ 
through / its catalogs. 
Nordstrom, Inc. is publicly 






dent of Diversity Affairs . 
"Through this exhibit, our l customers will see a wonder- Robinson, Radcliffe Roye, Jamel Shabazz, and Shawn 
San Francisco 
Cent.re, Arden Fair 
(Sacramento), Fashion Valley 
(San :. Diego), · Galleria at . '· 
! Continued from B• 
lation of the rights of 
I another under federal, 
Lstate, or common law 
H sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p 
[ code) 
rstatement filed with the 
--County of Riverside on 
• 12128i06. 
: I hereby certify that this 
, copy is a correct copy of 
: the original statement on 
: file in my office. 
• NOTICE: This fictitious 
: business name state-
: men! expires five years 
• from the date it was filed 
: in the Office of the 
: County Clerk. A new 
• Fictitious Business 
: Name Statement must 
: be filed before that time. 
t The filing ·of this state-
• men! does not itself 
( authorize the use in this 
• state of a Fictitious 
: Business Name In viola-
: lion of the rights of 
• another under federal, 
: state or common law 
1(See Section 14411, Et 
i Seq., . Business and 
, Professions Code). 
; LARRY W. WARD, 
County Clerk 
: FILE NO.R-2006-17756 
p.1/18, 1125, ·211, 218 
; The following person(s) 
; is (are) doing business 
as: 
: THANK-U CAR· 
: TRIDGES 
: 7240 Wood Rd. 
• Riverside, CA 92506 . 
~ Deepak Umedchand 
Shah 
i 7240 Wood Road 
' Riverside, CA 92506 
This 'business is con• 
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact busi-
ness under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this state-
ment is true and correct. 
(A registrant who 
!declares as true, infor-
''matlon which he or she 
knows to be false Is 
guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Deepak Shah 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious busi-
ness name in violation of 
the rights of another 
under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 
et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
1/09/07. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of 
the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five years 
from the date it was filed 
in the Office of the 
County .Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business 
Name Statement must 
be filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et 
Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00417 
p.1/18, 1125, 21{, 218 
The following person(s) 
is (are) doing business 
as: 
CAREY AIR 
14314 Morningside Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 
92555 
Carey William Roberts 
14314 Morningside Dr . 
Moreno Valley, CA 
92555 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact busi-
ness under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this state-
ment is true and correct. 
(A registrant who 
declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Carey Roberts 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious busi-
ness name in violation of 
the rights of another 
under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 
et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
1/10/07. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of 
the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five years 
from 'the date it was filed 
in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business 
Name Statement must 
be filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et 
Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00473 
p.1/18, 1/25, 2/1, 218 
The following person(s) 




40162 Gallatin Court 
Temecula, CA92591 
Jesse W. Simms 
40162 Gallatin Ct. 
Temecula, CA 92591 
This business is con• 
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact busi• 
ness under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare lh!lt all the 
information in this state-
ment is true and correct. 
(A registrant who 
declares as true, i.nfor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Jesse W. Simms 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious busi-
ness name in violation of 
the rights of another 
under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 
et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
12128/06. 
1/ 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of 
the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state• 
men! expires five years 
from the date it was filed 
In lhe Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business 
Name Statement must 
be filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et 
Seq., Business and 
Professions Gode). 
LARRY W. WARD, 
County Clerk . 
FILE NO.R-2006-17708 
p.1/18, 1/25, 211, 218 
The following person(s) 
is (are) doing business 
as: 
WTRANSFER 
11638 Freedom Trail 
Riverside, CA 92503 
John Paul Frederick 
11638 Freedom Trail 
Riverside, CA 92503 
business name state-
ment expires five years 
from the date it was filed 
in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business 
Name Statement must 
be filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in viola-
tion of· the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et 
Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00238 
p.1/18, 1125, 211, 218 
The following person(s) 
is (are) doing business 
as: 
STUDIO MATH 
25532 Fir Ave. 
Moreno Valley, CA 
92553 
Gerald Lee Coleman, Jr. 
25532 Fir Avenue 
Moreno Valley, CA 
92553 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
This business is con- begun to transact busi-
ducted by Individual. ness under the fictitious 
Registrant has not yet name(s) listed above. 
begun to transact busi- I declare that all the 
ness under the fictitious information in this state-
name(s) listed above. ment is true and correct. 
I declare that all the (A registrant who 
information in this state- declares as true, infor-
ment is true and correct. mation which he or she 
(A registrant who knows to be false Is 
declares as true, infor- guilty of a crime.) 
mation which he or she si.Geraid Coleman, Jr. 
knows to be false is The filing of this state-
guilty of a t:rime.) men! does not of itself 
sf.John P. Frederick authorize the use in this 
The filing of this state- state of a fictitious busi-
ment does not of Itself ness name in violation of 
authorize the use in this the rights of another 
state of a fictitious busi- under federal, state, or 
ness name in violation of common law (sec. 1440 
the rights of another et. seq. b &p code) 
under federal, state, or Statement filed with the 
common law (sec. 1440 County of Riverside on 
et. seq. b &p code) 1/09/07. 
Statement fi led with the , I hereby certify that this 
County of Riverside on copy is a correct copy of 
1i05/07. the original statement on 
I hereby certify that this file in my office. 
copy is a correct copy of NOTICE: This fictitious 
the original statement on business name state-
file in my office. ment expires five years 
NOTICE: This fictitious from the date it was filed 
., 
(Indianapolis); Southpoint 
(Durham), N.C.; Dallas 
Galleri~ (Pallas); Houston 
Galleria (Hortsfon), erimeter 
(Atlanta); Pentagon City . Racks, five Fa~onnable bou-
in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business 
Name Statement must 
be filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not · itself 
authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et 
Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00344 
p.1/18, 1/25, 211, 2/8 
The following person(s) 




29238 Glenco Lane 
Menifee, CA 92584 
Lucida Ramirez Jocson 
3894 7 Lone Circle 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
Federico Raya go 
Jocson-
38947 Lane Circle 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
'This business is con-
ducted by Individual -
Husband & Wif~. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact busi-
ness under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this state-
ment is true and correct. 
(A registrant who 
declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
si.Lucida Jocson 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious busi-
ness name In violation of 
the rights of another 
under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 
et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
1i10i07. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of 
the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five years 
from the date It was filed 
in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business 
Name Statement must 
be filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use In this 
state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et 
Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00494 
p.1118, 1125, 2/1, 218 
The following person(s) 
is (are) doing business 
as: 
WITHIN REASON PER· 
SONAL SERVICES 
4555 Pine Street, Unit 
15A 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Akila Sharee Crane 
4555 Pine Street, Unit , 
15A 
Riverside, CA 92501 
This business is con-
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact busi-
ness under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this state-
ment is true and correct. 
(A registrant who 
declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Aklla S. Crane 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious busi-
ness name in violation cit 
the rights of another 
under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 
et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
1i 11i07. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of 
the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five years 
from the date it was filed 
in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business 
Name Statement must 
be filed before that lime. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et 
Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00601 
p.1/18, 1/2~ 211. 218 
The following person(s) 





2573 Mary Street 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Alexandro Doneclano 
Tortes 
2573 Mary St. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is con• 
ducted by Individual. 
Registrant has not yet 
begun to transact busi-
ne1~ under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
information in this state-
ment is true and correct. 
(A registrant who 
declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false Is 
guilty of a crime.) 
s i. Alexandro 
Doneciando Tortes 
The filing of this state-
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious busi-
ness name in violation of 
the rights of another 
under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 
et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County of Riverside on 
1/12107. 
I hereby certify that this 
copy is a correct copy of 
the original statement on 
file ·In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name state-
ment expires five years 
from the date It was filed 
in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business 
Name Statement must 
be filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious 
Business Name In viola-
tion of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et 
Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2007-00643 
p.1/18, 1125, 211, 218 
STATEMENT OF 
ABANDONMENT OF 
USE OF FICTITIOUS 
BUSINESS NAME 
The following fictitious 
business name(s) has 
been abandoned by the 
following person(s): 
K&H INC. 
2261 Galleria @ Tyler 
Riverside, CA 92503 
K&H, Inc. 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is con-
ducted by: Corporation 
The fictitious business 
name( s) referred to 
above was filed in 
Riverside County on 
Mar. 07, 2002. 
I declare that all the 
information in this state-
ment is true and correct. 
(A registrant who 
declares as true, infor-
mation which he or she 
knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
si ... Hong Cam Nguyen, 
President 
This statement was filed 
with the County Clerk of 
Riverside County on 
01/02/07. 
LARRY W. WARD, 
County Clerk 
File No. R-2002-02247 
p.1/18, 1/25, 211, 218 
The following person(s) 
is (~re) doing business 
as: 
ALLIANCE CHEM•DRY 
39550 Via Montero 
Murrieta, CA 92563 
Jason Charles Allen 
39550 Via Montero 




Kathleen Elziabeth All9!i 
39550 Via Montero , 
Murrieta, CA 92563 ''. 
Michael David Howard1 : 
39550 Via Montero • : 
Murrieta, CA 92563 : 
' This business is coo~ 
ducted by a General 
Partnership. · 
Registrant has not yel 
begun to transact busl1 
ness under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the 
Information in this stat~ 
ment is true and correct; 
(A registrant who 
declares as true, infor; 
mation which he or she 
knows to be false I~ 
guilty of a crime.) ' 
sf.Kathleen E. Allen 
The filing of this stale! 
ment does not of itself 
authorize the use in this 
state of a fictitious busi; 
ness name in violation of 
the rights of another 
under federal, state, or 
common law (sec. 1440 
et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with th!! 
County of Riverside on 
12121/06. , 
I hereby certify that thi~ 
copy is a correct copy of 
the original statement ori 
file in my office. , , 
NOTICE: This fictitious 
business name stat~~ 
men! expires five yea~ 
from the date it was filed 
in the Office of th& 
County Clerk. A new 
Fictitious Business 
Name Statement musi 
be filed before that time. 
The filing of this state-
ment does not itself 
authorize the use in this 
state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in viola-
tion of the rights of 
another under federal, 
state or common law 
(See Section 14411 , Et 
Seq., Business and 
Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO.R-2006-17508 
p.1/18, 1125, 211, 218 
RELIGION 
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King's B-Day Celebrated, Sahabi Pledges $20,000 and Munford Presented Award 
:Rev. Paul S. Munford, Pastor F.D. Bullock, Mayor Ronald 0. Loveridge, 
:aishop Craig Johnson and Pastor Julio Andujo. 
Rose Mayes (far left) and A li Sahabi (far right) joined others at the King 
Celebration. 
,· 
' The Black Voice News sented: Amos Temple's youth Charlie SE Corporation and a believer in the 
RIVERSIDE Byrd presented "The Birth of a New King doctrine made a commitment of 
Nation" that King delivereq, in 1957 at $20,000 for the Riverside Clergy 
lijs Dexter Ave. Church, Montgomery; Association Martin Luther King, Jr. 
i: · Deacon Major Carter of Park Ave . Education Fund. He pledged to person-
:: Using the theme "Building on the Baptist Church presented "Give Us the ally donate $10,000 to be matched by 
:!Jream, the Riverside Clergy Association Ballot" that King delivered it in 1957 at another $10,000. "This was a wonderful 
'beld a well attended service to celebrate Pra Pil - , F d · and powerful event celebrating the birth-
;lhe birthday of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther a yer gnmage ,or ree om m 
• Washington D.C.; fr9m Cathedtal of day of a true champion for justice and 
,ring, Jr. • · 
!>~ Praise, a youthful Brandon Willoughby dignity for all ," said Mr. Sahab1. And he 
;. Excited by the program and the tum presented King's fast speech in 1968 welcomes anyone wishing to help with 
!;ut, President Rev. Paul Munford said, "I' B th M · " p I the match to do so. The funds will help ve een to e ountamtop; as or 
:~1 am so grateful for the support of the Ralph Rivers , of Good News college bound and continuing college 
:ey Cheryl Browq 
Visionary Award presented to Rev. 
Munford for his leadership in leading the 
Riverside Clergy Association and for 
organizing the Martin Luther , King, Jr. 
birthday celebration event. "I commend 
MUSICIAN WANTED 
Experienced musician 
~eeded for local church. 
Please leave message 
951-655-0524 
, ,Community and making this event sue- C . Ch h hi , students to pay ommuruty urc gave s ,amous 
ieessful. I feel this was one of the best recitation of King's 1963 "I Have a for neccessi-
~; elebrations that we have ever had. I was ,, Th h , d ti·es for col-• Dream. e speec _es were mtersperse 
:pleased with the tum out I was pleased with music from a most outstanding lege. For 
•with the MLK Community Choir which ,_., · f 
Good News 
Community Chur~h 
combined Communitr Choir, made up llllOrmauon o 
,~onsists of 10 area churches to the of members of several area churches how to be 
1
1€hildren's Dream Choir touched the directed by Marvina "Cookie" Levy for- involved call 
tr,earts." . merly of Park Ave. Baptist Church. ( 9 5 1 ) 7 7 9 -t: There were members of the clergy, 
, "The strength of the choir was out- 0088. 
i"esidents and youth, who came to ,., standing," said Pastor Andujo, "It (the The sur-
lremember King in song and spoken event) was a great show of solidarity, but prise on the 
1i.ord. Program participants included: 
the gift from Ali Saliabi, not a usual gift program was •Pastor Munford, (New Joy Baptist . 
, to get, was outstanding," he continued. the presenta-
Church) Pastor L.E. Campbell, (Park Mayor Ron Loveridge gave greetings. tion of 
Ave. Baptist), Pastor Earl Norwood, from the city and Al Sahabi, President of . t h e 
Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship 
178 Iowa Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
951.683.2916 
Weekly Services 
Morning Worship 11 :30 am 
Bible Study (Tues.) 7:00 pm 
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm Pastor & Mrs. 
Levonzo Gray, Sr. 
, Pastor Levonzo, Sr., Pastor Ralph ____ .,..,... ______ -=---=--=--=----, 
'Rivers (Good News Community Walk With Jesus Cathedral 
Church) Pastor Henry Combs, Jr.,( 
Antioch Missionary Baptist Church 
75,47 Emerald Street 
the pastors and the community organiza- that I do in the community," said 
tions for coming together as one, I thank Munford. 
everyone for the Visionary Award for my 
role in religion and community work 
Worship in Truth C.O.G.I.C . 
. ·. ---.. . , Pastor K. T. Moreland 9215.Arrow Rte. 
.c.> 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
,~~ l 909.948.2027 
•Sunday Worsh ip Service 10:00am• 
•Wednesday Night Bible Study 7:00pm• 
•Tuesday-Friday Prayer 6:00am • 
We Worship in Spirit and In Truth/ 
Come Worship with us! 
-----=_,,,,....~:7~ e> 1urs 
.---,-, 1 ,---. 1 ::strl~~ 
Tuesday Night Bible Study 
Dynamic 21st Century Ministry! 
Meeting on Tuesday Nights @ 7pm 
Life 
Beginning on September 26, 2006 
Senices held at the... · 
ock of Faith Foursquare Church 
Located at 325 W. B Street 
Ontario, CA 91762 
9an 888-825-1720 
t Church (T.N .C.) 
,.Mt. Calvary Missionary Baptist "An Arena for the Miraculous" 
.,Church) Pastor Julio A. 820 Larch Ave. 
Riverside, CA. 
(951) 688-7872 
Church Of God In Christ 
'• Colton, CA 92324 
, Andujo,(Amos Temple), Pastor F.D. (909) 825-2258 
✓-Bullock, (Living Word Baptist), ORDER OF SERVICES 






Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor 
Equipping Disciples for Kingdom Building 
Weekly schedule of events 
Church Motto: 
Johnson, (Cathedral of Praise) and Sunday Eve, Worship 
.Pastor James B. Ellis, Jr.( New Thuniday Bible Revival Sunday 9:30 Hour of Power 
TRY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD, 
EXPECT GREAT THINGS FROM 
GOD! 
' , . , , Daily "Morning Glory" 
Begmrungs Commuruty Church). Prayer, Mon.-Fri, 10:00-12 noon 
;., The recitation of excerpts from KPRO RADIO 1s10 AM - WED. 2,00 PM. -
11 :00 Worship Hour 
four of King's speeches were pre-
SAT. 5:4S P J.t . 









RIALTO CHRISTIAN CENl'ER ' 
"Worshipping in Spirit & in Truth" John 4:24 
234 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376 
P.o. Box 1615 Rialto CA 92377 
Udellsr@aol.com 
www.RCCSplrltualTrutl).com 




S~ IJ,OOL , 11 
Kindergarten through 5th 
Grades 
Watch our TV Broadcast 




Randy D. Triplett 




8, 9:45, II :30 a.m. 
&6p.m. 
Abeka Curriculum 







The Word Network 
Sunday 2:30 p.m. PST 
Channel 373 (909) 873-5380 
Order of Services 
Sunday School ~:00 am 
Worship Service - 10:30 am 
Su nday School l Oam 
Sunday AM Service llam-l:30pm 
Su nday PM Service 6pm 
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm 
WEDNESDAY BIBLE 
STUDY 
Miracle Monday Prayer 10:00 am 
Tuesday Bible Study 6:30 pm Pastor Darryl J. 
Wednesday Prayer 6:30 pm Udell Sr. 
653-8631 Office • 653-8634 Pastor 
653-8680 FAX 
7:00 p.m, 
Classes ,f~r all ages 
THE cmJRCH CHANNEL 
Wednesday 8:00 p.m. PST 
Channel 371 
.B.J9 lfohidoux Houk, ard - RiH·rsidt•, C \ 92509 
~ill LI 1 •~·• hu rd, rJ ~i!'.•1n: Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570 AM - Sal. 12:00pm 
Co-Pastor Rita Udell 23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY 
Corner Heacock & Alessandro Righ~ Behind Taco Bell Ch11rd1 No. 1>:'- 1.1,S-t.5-U.\ I':" :\ o. 1>:'-1.1,S-t.XI 17 1'111.1il : l,oinonial'onl ra ,1<1l.u1111 
MT CALVARY MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH 
"YOU ARE WORTHY, 0 LORD, TO RECENE 
GLORY AND HONOR AND POWER, F,OR YOU 
CREATED AIL THINGS, AND BY YOUR WIU 
THEY EXIST AND WERE 
CREATED." REV. Ht 
5476 34th Street, R,iverside_, Ca 92509 
Pastor Henry L. Combs Jr. (951) 781-0443 
Adnunistrative Office (951) 684-6480 
Sunday School .. .... , . , ..•.. . •.. . ... 9:30 am 
Sunday Worship . . .. , . . . , ...•.... , .11 :00 am 
Wednesday Bible Study .. . . . . . ........ 7:00 pm 





Thursday 11 :00am 
Hour of Power 
We Don't Do Church 




Phillip & Denise Powell 
Senior Pastor & First Lady 
The Ultimate in Gospel Music 
presents 
Highway to Heaven Broadcast 
with 
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday-- Friday at 5:30 PM 
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM 
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM 
Inspiration across America Gospel Music 
Countdown 
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight 
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM 
1672 Palm Ave. , Highland, CA 92346 
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com 
Leroilacey@AOL.com 
• Pastor Henry Combs Jr. and wife Cassandra 
,,. 
.. Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church 
, 275 East Grove Street 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-5851 - Church 
(909) 874-5152 - Fax 
• · Weekly Service 
SATURDAY 
Fellowship. Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am 
Praise Service & Divine Worship . 11 :OQ am 
'Youth Service 5:00 pm 
-WEDNESDAY 
Feeding Program 5:00 pm 
Jlible Study & Prayer 7:00 pm Rev. Robert 
Edwards 
fO< rno<9 lnlo<matloncolt(951) 657·5'660<(951) 6 16·08a5 
Moreno Valley Mission CME 10800 Hole Ave., Ste #3&4 
Bright Light Full Gospel COGIC 5339 Mission Blvd. 
Highland Unity Church Ministries 2'Xl2 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C 
Kansas Ave. SDA Churth 4491 Kansas Avenue 
Mt Moriah Baptist 18991 Mariposa St 
Parle Avenue Baptisl Church 1910 Martin Luther King Blvd. 
The Living Word Baptist Church 9191 C-OloradoAve. 
New Visions Christian 
Community Church ~· /18461 Mariposa Ave. 
---.. 
--6."' IJ 
Li{e Jirn6: 0 
Training Sat 9: 0 a 
Services Sal 11:00 a 
Bethel AME Church 
16262 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-940 l 












Wednesday 7:00 p.m, 
Moreno Valley, CA 925 (951) 812-3509 
Riverside, CA 92509 (951) 782-9904 
Riverside, CA 92509 (951) 222-2115 
Riverside, CA 92507 (951)682-9810 
Riverside, CA 92508 (951) 780-2240 
Riverside, CA 92507 (951)684-8782 
Riverside, CA (951) 788-9218 





Rev. John Cager 
Rev. John Seniguar 
Elder De Wayne Butler 
Rev. CE. Knott, Sr. 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
Rev, Willie Chambers, Jr.• 
Rev. L.E, Campbell, Pastor 
Pastor FD. Bullock 
JI 
909.425.2615 
f--'111 -.1 t 
(909) 688-1570 
HOUSE OF PRAYER REFORMATION CHURCH H OLY LAND COGIC 
CO E WORSHIP WITH US 
Sugar Hill School 
24455 Old Country Rd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 
Sundays 10:30 a.m. 
Pastor John W. Thomas & 
First Lady Evang. Erzel Thomas 
951680-2044 
1024 N. "G" Street • San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
Schedule of Worship Service 
Sunday School 9:30AM 
Sunday Morning Worship II :OOAM 
Sunday Night Service 7:00PM 
Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching 
Bible Study 8:00PM 
Thursday Women's Evag, Service 
Prayer 7:30PM Pastor Lenton H. 
Lenoir 
New Beginnings Community Baptist Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church 
• 24480 Sophie Street 
Church 
5970 Lirnonite Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(951) 682-4407 
Weekly Services 
S unday School 10:00 am 
M orning Worship 11:00 am 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting 
& Bible Study 7:00 pm 
Perris, CA 92570 
(951) 857-5705 • FAX (951) 940-9935 
Rev. Mary S. Minor, M~Ref/, MBA Pastor/& Minister 
Slll!1ix 
CluchS<hool 9 a.m. 
Morning Wor.hlp t0:30 am. 
Timm 
Teachefs' Meeti~ble Study 6:30 p.m, 
WmllliY. 
Prayer Bald 12 Noon 
:Illlm 
nroug, the Bible Study 10 am 
~ 
James B. El/ls, Jr. Sr. Pastor Albert RIiey, Assistant Pastor Womoo's f.tssionary Socieey (2nd S:mm,ys) 11 a,m, 
Mei's F,.owslip (Saturday beltre !11" 41h Sunday) 8 a.m. 
New Vision Christian Methodis1 
Episcopal Church 
Rainbow Community.Praise Center 
Tree of Life Tabernacle COGIC 
New Hope MBC Baptist, SB 
Community Missionary Baptis1 
Firsl Baptist Church of Perris 
FuU Gospel Oiurch of Love 
8368 Beech Ave. 
15854 Carter Street 
214 N. Palm Ave. Rm, 101 
1575 West 17th Street 
939 Clay Street 
277 E. Fiflh Stree1 
24050 Theda 
Fontana, CA 92336 
Fontana, CA 92336 
Riallo,'CA 92376 
San Bernardino, 92410 
Redlands, CA 92373 
Perris, CA 92570 








Rev, J. Dwight Jackson 
Dr. D.C. Nosakbere Thomas 
Rev. Derrick E. Callicutt 
Robert L. Fairley, Sr. 
Rev. H. Hubbard 
Rev, Marvin L. Brown 
Pastor/Phonias Laura Bell 
,. 
I 
Building Better Communities 
The Black Voice News 
Bethel A.M.E. Debuts "Man UP!" 
Mentorship'Program 
Church Seeks 
Volunteers to Help 
' Develop Young Men 
The Black Voice News 
FONTANA 
This spring, Bethel A.M.E. 
tools they need to be victori-
ous." 
Church of Fontana and 
Bethel Community Outreach 
will debut a comprehensive 
mentorship program designed 
to nurture and elevate young 
men in the Inland Empire. 
Given the host of negative 
social realities facing this 
generation's youth, the 
church sees the program as a 
real help to parents trying to 
raise productive young men. 
In addition to pairing youth 
with positive adult role'mod-
els, the program will also take 
participants through a series 
of defined workshops and 
outings designed to develop 
the whole person. In the 
words of John E. Cager ID, 
pastor of Bethel A.M.E., 
"Today's youth are being 
attacked at every level. As a 
community we need to 
address mind, body, and spir-
it issues to give them the 
All male youth ages 13-18 
are invited to participate. 
Individuals interested in 
becoming men tots or 
enrolling their children 
should contact Bethel A.M.E. 
at (909) 356-4221. All volun-
·teefs will be required to 
attend a mandatory orienta-
tion on February 13th at 7:00 
am and a training session on 
March 3rd. Individuals must 
also commit one Saturday 
morning a month to the pro-
gram. The orien!ation and 
training will be held at Bethel 
A.M.E. Church, 16262 
Baseline Ave in Fontana, 
California. 
Rev John Cager, Ill 
4009 Locust St. • Riverside, California 92501 
Phone: (951) 686-9406 / E-Mail: AllenAMEC@aol.com 
"Worship Service ... . ..... .. ..... . . ....... ....... . . .. . ..... . .. ..... Sunday 11 :00am 
1C~urch,Scbool ....... : ..... : . : . : : { : .. ...... : : : . : .. : : : . : .. : : . , ...... Sunday 9:09, am 
Bible-Study . , .... . . . ........ . .. . . ... ....... . .... . .... ... . .Wednesday 10am & 7pm 
,Children's Church ...... . ............................... 2nd & 4th Sunday at 11:30am 
AMOS TEMPLE 
A Church Built on Sound Preaching and Teaching 
RlvERSIDE LOCATION 
Worship Service 8:00 am & 11 :00 am 
(10:00am, 1st and 5th Sundays) 
Bible Study (wed) 12:00pm & 7:00pm 
Children's Church 11 :00am Service 
5860 Arlington Avenue • Riverside, CA 92504 
(951) 352-4196 
amostemple@sbcglobal.net 
CROSSWORD Lacy Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastor & his wife, Karen J. Sykes 
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™ 
remember the Cross . . . focus on the Word™ 
Lacy Sykes, Jr., S~mior Pastorrreacher 
14950 Riverside Dr.• March Air Reserve Base• Riverside, CA 92518 
951/697-8803 • www.crosswprdchurch.org 
Sunday Services: Worship 8:00 a.m. Lessons for Life: 9:30 a.m. Worship 10:45 
a.m. 
Nursery/Child care services-are now available at both services. 
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:00 p.m.; Bible Study at 7:30 p.m. 
NEW 8:00 A.M. SERVICE! JOIN US ... 
CROSSWORD CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™ is a biblically-
based 
church that is personal, practical and purposeful. 
Teaching, preaching, ministering for life change 
St. Paul African Methodist 
Episcopal Church 
1355 W. 21st Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) .887-1718 
Imani Temple Christian Fellowship 
510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768 · 
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981 
email@irnanitemple.net 
Sunday Wonhlp Services 
Contemporlll)' Worship 7:45 am 
Traditional Worship 11 :00 am 
Sunday School 9:45 am 
Weekday Opportunities 
Women's Bible Study - Mon. 7:00 pm 
Men's Bible Study • Mon. 7:00 pm 
Mld-week Bible Srudy - Wed. 12 noon 
Prayer Meeting - Wed. 7:00 pm 
Wind of the Spirit Worship 
Center Foursquare Church 




Sunday SchOol (all ages) 




Tues. Bible Studies 
Thurs •. Bible Studies 







Pastor & Mrs. 
Michael Edwards 
Service Schedul~ 







Seeking Chr1st Study 
Bt>leStudy 
Sunday 8:00 am 
Sunday 9 :00 • 9 ;50 a.m. 
Sunday 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday 10 a.m. 
Tuesday 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday 7:00 p.m. 
~~-. . . ..................... _.., 
5970 Limooitt Avenue 
Rivenide, California 92509 
(951) .682-4407 
Sunday Scaool: 10:00am 
Morning Service: 11 :OOarn 
Bible Study ~ 7:00pm 
Com< Grow d Woobin mu, lh 
Rev. Jelanl Kafela 
www.newbcbc.org 
P11tor a nd First U dy 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502 


















' CELEBRATION WORSHIP CHURCH 
"'Dt.taJ-ver ~ Joy o/Chr~ lt!IU"C{f'» 
Prntor Barry E. Knir}it, Sr. and La~ Sac~een E. Knir}it 
Wa5hip WQ'ticlJ: 
23200 EaalyftasAve (between Fte::leticbnct Graham) 
Moe,o ¼I ley, CA 9'1553 
(951) 247-al88o,-www ,ce2ce1e'bradan.cont c~-it1/f5/07) 
Sa~y CeW:tr.rllclJ ~- Sa rict.iy Bible Classes @ 9.30.I m 
Wotship (elebt;itioti (i) 10:3().;im 
WsllJeCl;ly Ml.ldmizef LMI_Jg (pi:storal ~chitig) at 7: OOpm 
(Chilctt-eti's MitJistty available at all services) 
Get your church news published in The Black Voice 
News Submit church briefs to 
leeragin@blackvoicenews.com SUBJECT: Church Brief 
New Jo Ba tist Church 
5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504 
· P.O. Box 51027 • Riverside, CA 92517 
(951) 779-0088 • (951) 781-7602 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School. 8:50 a.m. 
Morning Worship · 10:15 a .m. 
First Sunday Ev~ning Workshop 5:00 p.m. 
TuesdaJ PraY,~r Meeting ,& Bible ~4Jdy 7.:00 p.m. 
"Life Through God's Word" Radio Broadcast' 
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7:30-8:00 p.m. 
Jy{_c:J(ii,y s ff'amify Jr1o-rtuary; 
rliapef of !J>afms 
Commiffed to Quality service at Affordable prices. 
Serving all communities and all faiths in a time of need 
• Ask about our Specialty Limo's and our Cremation Packages. 
Receive a $1000.00 discount on Funeral Package"~' when you 
bring in this ad. 
, We honor all types of Insurance and Pre-Need Burial Plans, 
with worldwide shipments and cremation services available to 
everyone. 
For All 01 Your Funeral Heeds 
Call us Todav! 
909-822-9595 
16918 Baseline Ave. • Fontana, CA 92336 • FD#l 8
1
31 
UONHEART MINISTRIES INT'L. 
Ministering Truth to the Wounded Soldiers 
Dr. Deylyoe B. McCrunpbeU Sr. 
Pastor and Founder 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 




851 South Mt. Vernon Ste. 78 
Colton, CA 92324 
Church Ph.: (909) 824-5466 
Cell Ph.: (951) 536-1238 
E-majl: lionheartminist@aol.com 
Kingdom of God Apostolic & Prophetic MinNries International 
CHURCH OF ALL NATIONS (A Five Fold Ministry Ch~rch) 
1700 W, Hft,hland Aveni,e 
Ian Bernardino, CA 92-4CM 
(909) 887-9616 • (951) 67s-720J 
www tb«bur:rboC1Uo11ioos ACt 
WWW k?flPJJ)i rq 
Email: callnatiool@10l.com 
Apoltlt1, Proplva, ENnttlistl, 
P•ton .. T~lurr 
WF£XI y 5MY/CliS 
Sunday School: 10:30 1..m. 
Sunday Service 11 :30 1.m. 
Wedneschy Prayer S:00 p . .m. 
Wed. Bible Study 7:00 p.m, 
fOW#ltrfVllkJNM'yfQ\'tf'tttr 
A..,.OC, M.P, Stmin1, 00 
&meet Lady ROM 
Patt«-S1t:rlin1,oo 
Wetkly adml!M ewdl•IIN! 
KOC.BIBLE INSTITIJ'lE 6:00 pm -·---·---FALL ca. ... : Sept, 14115, 200I 
'
1Scbaal oftbt PROPHETS" 
~ Sn-. 1.-csi• • •:OO•.no. 
&ARN YOUR DEGREE!ll 
"""""""' Oui11ian Coun1elin1 • 'l'hMl)¥y 
CtriMWI Ed11e:1;1ion • FM Fold 
Miniilry • Bible Pruphuy • School of 
TheProphcll&ll'IOl'e 
lo«r~iJUUWr 
Socrtilfw~to T1Holo1kal Sltt!J114r1 6 
llblrColl,111 
R<'r. 1'1111/ .\ . W1111fflrrl, H. /)fr. 
& I int /,adr S/iirft,y ,H1111/11rtl 
QuinnAM.E. 
Church 
25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(951) 485-6993 
WEEKLY SERVICES 4; 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m:1 
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m • 
Mid Day Bible Study, Tues. 12:30 p 
Mid Week Bible Study, Wed. 7:00 p.rn,_J 
